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HELLO
In late February and early March of 2020, as the Coronavirus was spreading
across the globe, bars and restaurants were in trouble. Regulars weren’t quite
as regular anymore, and other customers were staying home as well. Then one
day, things went from not great to catastrophic. Restaurants needed to close
their dining rooms and switch to take-out or delivery to help limit the spread.
Just like that, an entire industry have to pivot into a new direction overnight.
There was fear, panic, and uncertainty everywhere. A lot of small and local
businesses were suddenly put into jeopardy, along with countless people in the
hospitality industry. Entire families and livelihoods were in peril. The restaurant
business is a brutal, tough, demanding place to work during the best of times,
and suddenly losing your dining room is far from an ideal situation.
On a personal level, I didn’t know how to cook very well. I enjoyed going out
and meeting up with friends and colleagues. We live on a big planet with a lot of
amazing food, and the thought of sitting at home eating PB&J for weeks on end
was a chilling thought. But what could I do about it? I knew a lot of my friends
were in the same position, either worrying about their jobs, or not
knowing how to help those in need.
So I started recommending places for people to go out and get a meal, get a
reprieve from the news and uncertainty, and also help out local bars and
restaurants. What started as a few posts for a few days turned in weeks, and
them months of daily suggestions.
This is a collection of those restaurants, compiled with one guiding thought:
#BeAGoodNeighbor
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FIORELLA

ITALIAN
5 Rochester Public Market
Rochester, NY 14609

Looking for someplace local to get take-out lunch from today? Try Fiorella
in the Public Market. It’s great Italian restaurant run by a wonderful
husband and wife team. The husband, Gino Ruggiero, was the head chef
at Two Vine for many years, and has continued to cook amazing meals
since opening Fiorella.

585.434.5705

For meals, I have two suggestions. If you’re looking to share with your family
or coworkers, I suggest their pizzas. My personal favorite is the margherita
pizza, with pepperoni and mushrooms to really round out the flavors. Not
that hungry, or looking for a smaller lunch? Then you’ll love the roast pork
sandwich with a side of French fries.

4
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RIDGE DONUT/PAULA’S DONUTS
Looking for a quick, tasty treat today? I’d hit up Ridge Donut Café.
They’re doing pick-up only right now, and it’s a great way to get out
of the house for a few minutes. Ridge Donut has bigger, fresher donuts
than national donut companies, and has been in business for over 30
years. Both kids and adults love a great donut, and you can pair them
with coffee, juice, or chocolate milk. I recommend the Glazed Donut or
the Old Fashion Plain Cake if you can get them.
If you’re reading this from Buffalo are bummed you can’t go to Ridge
Donut Café, fear not! Go check out Paula’s Donuts. They’ve been putting
out large, tasty donuts for nearly 25 years. Alton Brown said their Glazed
Sour Cream “…was so good it made me weep.” and I’m a huge fan of the
Red Velvet donut.

RIDGE DONUTS - DONUTS
1600 Portland Ave
Rochester, NY 14621
585.342.5236

PAULA’S DONUTS - DONUTS
8560 Main Street
Clarence, NY 14221
716.580.3614

In this time of social distancing, we’re all looking for ways to support the
local businesses we know and love. I encourage everyone to share take-out
options, and I’ll continue posting more as well.
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SWAN MARKET
During a rough week I like to go to Swan Market and get a sausage platter,
a couple of sides, and a liter of beer. After a meal like that, I always feel a
little bit better about everything. They offer a unique dining experience
with the best German food in Western New York. The business has been
an integral part of our community for a long time, and has even brought
national attention to our city when Esquire named it one of the 18 best
bars in America.

GERMAN
231 Parsells Ave
Rochester, NY 14609
585.288.5320

Thankfully Swan Market’s deli counter is open and they’re also offering
takeout lunches. Any sausage platter is good, but I recommend two
smoked brats along with sauerkraut and German potato salad.
If today’s warm weather has you itching to fire up your grill, get some
more sausages for some time in the future. Any of their specials are
worth your attention.
For weekend beers, I’d hit up Tap & Mallet. They’re offering a 2-for-1
special on crowlers right now, and have one of the best and most
diverse draft menus in Rochester. Tap & Mallet has local breweries,
coveted limited releases, and nationally regarded brewers from all over
the country available at the same time. It’s a great way to support a local
business here, and also help out a local business in another community.

6
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ROYAL OF INDIA
Just because it’s the weekend doesn’t mean I’m not going to share local
restaurants with you. For today I’d check out Royal of India. They just
celebrated their one year anniversary in December of last year. Royal of
India is run by an amazing husband and wife team. They’ve been around
for many years, most recently at Thali of India. Royal India is located in
Park Point RIT, on the corner of John Street and Jefferson Road.

INDIAN
300 Park Point Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
585.360.4418

For me, Royal of India is simply the best Indian food in Western NY.
That’s high praise, but I really believe it is. I recommended chicken curry,
aloo gabi, and chana masala from their express lunch takeout menu.
If you’re ordering from GrubHub, get the Chicken Momo dumplings.
The dumplings are amazing to say the least, and the tomato sauce they
serve them with has just the right amount of heat.
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FIAMMA CENTRO
For today’s restaurant suggestion, it’s more of a request. I’ll get to the
why in a moment, but first I want to talk about the restaurant, Fiamma
Centro. Fiamma is run by Giuseppe Paciullo, who moved here from Italy
and cooks some of the most life-changing meals I’ve had in Rochester.
He’s never compromised on his menu or how he prepares it, cooking the
food he wants regardless of public opinion. He’s certainly ruffled a few
feathers along the way, but that uncompromising passion is one of the
reasons I love this restaurant so much.

ITALIAN
4 Elton St #1216
Rochester, NY 14607
585.471.8917

I always go on Sundays with my wife and son, and we’re heartbroken
that we can’t go this week. Giuseppe is doing everything he can to keep
his doors open, including finally offering a take-out menu. Today he’s got
a special meal for all of us: Sunday sauce (Braciole, Sausage, Meatball
and Sparerib, slowly cooked in “Sugo” San Marzano) served in a bowl of
Panuozzo Bread with a side of home-made garganelli pasta, two pizzas of
your choice, dessert, and a bottle of wine (red or white). I heard he’s even
cooking his pizzas with a thicker crust so they’ll survive the car ride home.
Ask for pepperoni as a topping at your own risk though. There’s limited
quantities, so be sure to get your orders in fast.
Assuming you motored through your weekend beers from Tap & Mallet,
swing by Three Heads Brewing afterwards. They started off homebrewing
and have rightfully grown to become a pillar of Rochester’s craft brewing
scene. Additionally, Three Heads has donated countless kegs of beer to
charity causes around town over the years. They’ve got cans and bottles
for sale in addition to topping off your growlers with one of their 16 beers
on draft.

8
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ROAM CAFÉ
My restaurant suggestion for today is Roam Café, or simply Roam.
They’re located on Park Ave, just off the intersection of Park & Goodman.
Roam is run by Drew Nye, a big guy with an even bigger heart who has
been a fixture in Rochester’s bar and restaurant space for over ten years.

ITALIAN
260 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.360.4165

They’ve got a lot of great items on their menu, but on a cold, dreary day
like today I go straight for their Chicken Parm sandwich. Like many classic
meals, it’s an easy one to do okay, but hard to nail it. Roam Café absolutely
crushes it. The texture of fresh focaccia bread in my hands, the warmth
from the freshly breaded and seared chicken, and the melted mozzarella
combined with marinara all comes together in a wonderful bite that gives
you a deep, warm feeling.
Last week was hard for all of us, including our favorite local businesses,
bars, and restaurants. It’s not easy to go out multiple times a week under
the best of circumstances, so know every single purchase we’re able to
make as a community is makes a huge difference. We’re all in this together,
and we’re going to come out stronger because of it.
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CHORTKE HOUSE OF KEBABS
Today’s restaurant suggestion is for one of my favorite lunch spots:
Chortke House of Kebabs. Located in back section of Village Gate, this
great little restaurant is run by Yasha Aghdasi and his wife Rana Rezaei,
natives of Iran who love this city and each other deeply. The space has a
nice industrial chic design to it, and feels very bright and clean. Yasha’s
menu is able to accommodate a lot of different dietary needs, even paleo
or vegan if that’s your preference.

MEDITERRANEAN
352 Goodman St N
Rochester, NY 14607
585.498.1216

Yasha’s father passed away last year and Yasha was unable to return
home for the funeral. Despite that, he still has the biggest smile on his
face while cranking out food and sharing his culture with all of us.
It always lifts my spirits to walk in and see him hustling around the
kitchen, smiling, just happy to see people enjoying themselves.
I always go with the spicy joojeh (chicken), with half rice and half salad.
For the price, you get a lot. Every dish is practically overflowing with
food and flavors. But it’s the little things that make a big difference.
Yasha uses Persian basmati rice, and real saffron. The cucumber yogurt
that you get is cooling and refreshing, to help balance out the heat of
the seasonings and sauces. The tomatoes are grilled and have a
beautiful char on them that adds a lot of flavor. Even the plating is
thought out, with the dish visually composed and balanced, not just
dumped into the container.

10
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DIBELLA’S

SANDWICHES/SUBS
Vist dibellas.com to find
the one nearest you

Today’s suggestion is for DiBella’s Old Fashioned Submarines. They’ve
been getting a tremendous amount of press over their initiative to help
out during this pandemic, and it’s deserved. DiBella’s is offering 50% off
for first responders, healthcare workers, and active military. For the rest
of us, DiBella’s is donating 50% of our purchases to local foodbanks. This
is a huge help for those on the front lines and those who are so often left
behind.
Locally-owned and operated in Rochester, this family-run business has
been in serving customers for over 100 years. During the past 20 years
they’ve stretched their wings considerably, and now have 44 locations in
five states, which means a lot you who are reading this have the opportunity to pitch in and help a local business.
What’s so great about DiBellas? It’s the bread. We know it’s the bread. We
all agree it’s the bread. It’s a labor of delicious love that keeps us coming
back time and time again. My favorite combination with their bread is the
Chicken Philly. Grilled chicken and melted cheese with peppers and onions,
it’s like a philly cheesesteak, only healthier and with better bread.
If you’re uncomfortable going to a store for pick-up, or have young kids
who aren’t quite understanding the need for social distancing, they’re also
offering free delivery on any order over $15, so consider them for lunch or
dinner sometime this week.
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THE CUB ROOM
Today’s restaurant suggestion is for The Cub Room, located in The Edge
of the Wedge development near the corner of South Clinton and Gregory.
Owned and operated by husband-and-wife team Jodi and Greg Johnson
since May of 2015, The Cub Room is a beautiful space. Modeled after Manhattan’s famous Stork Club nightclub and its club-within-a-club VIP Cub
Room, The Cub Room has an incredible atmosphere.

NEW AMERICAN
739 S Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14620
585.363.5694

It starts with a street-level entrance that takes you down into a below-grade space with exposed stone and brick walls. High ceilings help
the space feel big and open, and a floor of reclaimed barn wood brings
in history. The artwork is a great nod to the history of the Stork Club, with
my favorite being Dean Martin & Frank Sinatra’s burger recipes. These
elements combine to give the restaurant a warm, inviting atmosphere that
oozes character and charm.
Executive Chef Greg Johnson has put together an incredible menu, balancing rotating in new dishes while keep staples on. The legendary Amish
Chicken and Tagliatelle Bolognese are both great dishes and absolutely
worth having. But my favorite dish, hands down without a doubt, is their
Paella. And as luck would have it, Chef Greg is offering up a Chicken and
Asparagus Paella with Rosemary this Thursday for takeout. If you’re tired
of chicken after your Chicken Philly sub yesterday, there’s also a Shrimp
and Calamari Paella available as well.
However, there’s a catch: You have to order by 5pm today as all dishes will
be made to order. You can get Paella for two or four depending on your
family, budget, and appetite.

12
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SEA RESTAURANT
It’s a hotly debated menu item, but for today I’m going with the pho
from SEA Restaurant. They’ve got several locations around Rochester,
however currently they’re only doing take-out and delivery from their
Mount Hope location.

SOUTHEAST ASIAN
741 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.473.8031

If you’ve never had pho before, there’s no time like the present to try it.
It’s a popular street food in Vietnam consisting of broth, rice noodles,
herbs, and a meat (either beef or chicken). While beef might be more
traditional, I tend to steer towards SEA Restaurant’s chicken pho with
chicken broth. For me the key to an exceptional pho is the broth.
SEA really takes their time and consistently produce a wonderfully
aromatic broth with deep flavors. The herbs and bean sprouts add an
enjoyable brightness and freshness to eat mouthful.
For a lot of people, a bowl of pho will be enough to fill them up, but
if you think you’re like me and tend to skip breakfast, Muc Chien Don
(Fried Squid) for appetizer is always a good idea.
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AVVINO
Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Avvino. Normally we all like to go
out to a fancier restaurant after a long week, and this week certainly
qualifies as a long week for me. I’ve known the owner Janine for many
years, even before she opened Avvino. While at Max’s Chophouse
Janine helped me pull off proposing to the most wonderful woman,
my wife Amanda. Janine’s devotion to her restaurant has been evident
for years, and right now she and her husband are forgoing their salaries
to help their employees during this difficult time.

NEW AMERICAN
2541 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14618
585.270.5229

Like many restaurants, Avvino has a great menu focused on fresh, local,
seasonally available ingredients and impeccable plating. What really sets
them apart is an equally impressive wine list. While that doesn’t help us
right now, that attention to detail and thinking has shown through in how
they’ve taken social distancing very seriously. Janine and her team have
quickly put together an impressive, efficient operation behind their no
contact take-out. When ordering you get a 15 minute pick-up window so
you’re able to grab your meal and go.
For dinner entrees I recommend the Dry-aged Pork Chop or Porcini
Lasagna. Dry aging really adds to the tenderness of the meat, and the
sides add a great creole flair and color with hushpuppies, tasso jambalya,
and pickled okra. Lasagna is always a well-loved meal and is kid-friendly,
but Avvino takes it to the next level with a smoked mozzarella béchamel.

14
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OLD PUEBLO GRILL
Today’s suggestion is for a relatively new restaurant in the NoTA
district, Old Pueblo Grill. They opened late in 2018 and have been
pumping an amazing amount of food out the doors since then.
Chef Joe Zolnierowski—also the Executive Chef at Nosh—grew up in
the Southwest to a Polish father and Korean mother. His background
and innate talent give him the ability to blend a wide variety of styles
together, which is great news for all of us.

MEXICAN
55 Russell Street
Rochester, NY 14607
585.730.8057

My favorite creation of Chef Joe’s is the Korean tacos. It’s a completely
unexpected menu item in Upstate NY and I absolutely love it. The tacos
are a showcase of Chef Joe’s technical abilities and how well he understands
flavors as they combine. The kimchi gives some great tangy flavors and
the gochujang delivers a beautiful combo of umami with some nice spice
and heat.
If you’d rather have a more traditional southwest meal, the carnitas tacos
are what you’re looking for. The roasted pork is tender and flavorful like
you’d expect from a chef of Joe’s caliber, and the textures of the cotija,
guacamole and onions all blend together wonderfully. There’s a little bit
of cilantro as well to add some brightness and freshness to each bite.
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MARTY’S MEATS
Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Marty’s Meats. Marty’s Meats
started out as a food truck way back in 2012 and absolutely crushed it,
serving some the best meats and flavors I’ve ever tasted. Marty’s
continued to expand, first with catering, and then with a brick-andmortar restaurant on Park Ave.

SANDWICHES
703 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.434.3292

Marty’s Meats is run by Marty O’Sullivan, an active member of our
community. He and his team have been looking to help out the
community they love so much during this difficult time, so they’re
actually offering a limited grocery store pickup as well. You can grab
some food items for your house along with your meal. It’s a win-winwin-win, as you’re able to get groceries, get a meal, reduce contact
with people, and help out a local business!
The entire food menu is great, but I’m always looking forward to their
weekly specials. This week they’re making a chicken parm hero, which
might be the most beautiful three words I’ve ever seen. If you’re looking
for something other than chicken, you can’t go wrong with their pastrami
sandwiches. They offer two: a breakfast sandwich with a farm-fresh fried
egg, smoked pastrami and hashbrown in a toasted bun, or a hot pastrami
with swiss cheese on toasted rye. Marty’s gets just the right amount of
toast on their breads so they don’t get soggy from all the delicious meats
and toppings.

16
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FUROSHIKI
Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Furoshiki on Park Ave. Open
from 4pm-9pm for takeout or delivery, Furoshiki is a self-described Pan
Asian restaurant focusing on comfort food, specifically ramen. Ramen is
one of Japan’s most famous dishes, and initially came into existence in the
early 1900’s. Ramen saw a large growth in popularity in post-World War
II Japan, and the instant ramen variety many of us are familiar with was
invented in 1958. There are a lot of varieties of ramen in Japan due to geographical and supply differences, so that means there’s plenty of options
for people to find their favorite type of ramen.

SOUTHEAST ASIAN/JAPANESE
682 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.771.0499

For me, I really like the pork bone broth ramen at Furoshiki and think it’s a
great dinner option. You need a great broth for ramen, Furoshiki’s process
for making their pork broth is a long, 18-hour journey that results in a silkysmooth broth which is absolutely packed with flavors. The scallion and
cabbage add a great crunch and texture to each spoonful, and the perfectly gooey-yolked egg adds some a wonderful richness to the dish as well.
If you’re running low on beer or wine, Furoshiki is also offering those for
purchase with your take-out meal as well. You may want to get your order
in earlier if possible, they’ve been busy!
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DOGTOWN
Today’s a restaurant suggestion is Dogtown. They’re located on Monroe
Ave at the intersection of Monroe and Oxford. Like any good Rochester
restaurant, they use Zweigle’s hotdogs, specifically the German frank,
which is a longer, skinnier dog that fits perfectly into their buns. The buns
are locally sourced from Martusciello Bakery and fresh. Dogtown started
off doing quality recreations of regional hot dogs from across the nation,
and over the years it’s grown into an impressive menu.

HOT DOGS
691 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.271.6620

Some of you may just want a good, standard hotdog with your favorite
toppings. You can build your own easily, but if you’d rather go with a specialty dog, I’m a fan of the Fido Castro, which has bacon, coleslaw, melted
swiss, brown mustard and a dill pickle. If you’re looking for a little more
zest, I’d recommend the Coyote, which has cilantro-lime sour cream, salsa, melted cheddar, and jalapeños.
One dog probably won’t fill you up, but two might be too much so I’d get
some sides as well. Their onion rings are great and a classic pairing, and
the loaded fries (covered in meat sauce and cheddar cheese) will certainly
fill you up. Don’t be scared off by the meat sauce, either. It’s rich, thick,
and nicely spiced.
And of course, my two Bull Mastiffs, Bobby and Molly, approve of this
restaurant suggestion.
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CURE
Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Cure, located in Rochester’s Public
Market. Cure is home to some of my favorite cocktails in Rochester, made by
the best bartender in Western NY, Donny Clutterbuck. He’s innovative and
creative in his drinks, and best of all he’s just a nice, friendly person. Donny’s
virtual tip jar is in the Iron Smoke Out COVID-19 portal I shared on Wednesday, and all his tips are going to buy Wegmans gift cards for Cure employees.
When this epidemic started, Cure began doing pre-mixed cocktail deliveries
to people’s homes, and has now started doing take-out meals with curbside
pickup.

NEW AMERICAN/FRENCH
50 Rochester Public Market
Rochester, NY 14609
585.563.7941

I’m really excited that one of my favorite meals is available for take-out: Bahn
Mi. Bahn Mi is Vietnamese dish that has alternated between luxury dining
and street food over the years but has always remained delicious. Cure’s
Bahn mi offers a wonderfully seasoned pork, rich pate, and an incredible
spice in the aoli/mayo. Unsurprisingly, their pickling is outstanding, giving
the carrots a great crunch and tangy flavors. As many of you know, I like my
sandwich breads toasted, and Cure nails the toasting on the French baguette, ensuring every bite is tasty and delicious.
Cure shares their home in the Public Market with Java’s as well, so if your
coffee stash is getting low, you can also order a one-pound bag of their No. 1
Cup coffee with your meal to ensure you start your weekend off on the right
foot tomorrow morning.
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FLX HOSPITALITY GROUP

FLX FRY BIRD
60 Seneca Street
Geneva, NY 14456

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for FLX Fry Bird, located on Linden Street
in downtown Geneva. FLX Fry Bird is part of FLX Hospitality, started by
Master Sommelier (one of 147 in the USA) Christopher Bates and his
wife Isabel Bogadtke. For those of you not familiar with their story they
applied for a bank loan, and while waiting for approval, started opening
their restaurant on a credit card. Right before they opened, the loan was
denied. Since that moment, they’ve overcome enormous adversity to open
5 locations and employ 43 people. Along the way they’ve also brought an
incredible amount of well-deserved national media to Upstate New York
and the Finger Lakes

315.789.1613

They and their team have provided some incredible, mind-blowing,
life-changing meals, which alone is an incredible feat. But they’ve continued to expand and offer new experiences and menu items. They’ve consistently nailed the day-to-day operations at all of their locations. I’m always
legitimately excited to go to one of their restaurants, and I am looking
forward to the FLX Weinery location that’s coming to Roc Brewing.
Lucky for us, there’s a bevy of ways to still get our fix right now. FLX Fry
Bird is open for business with curb-side pickup Thursday-Monday, noon to
eight. They’ve added a Fish Fry for Fridays, and Christopher has been firing
up the smoker for briskets as well. I like things with some spice and heat,
so be sure to get whatever you order K-Style. FLX Table is able to provide
wine pairings in their normal tiers (Fun, Baller, Big Pimpin’, or Rick James)
based on your meal. If you’re running low on casual clothing, FLX Wienery’s
merchandise shop is open for business as well. You can also shop FLX Provisions for staples (including toilet paper!) and the just-opened The Super
Secret Wine Shop which has access to FLX Table’s wine list if you’re looking
to fill out your cellar with some truly exceptional wines to open on special
occasions, or whenever the mood strikes you.
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FLX TABLE
22 Linden St
Geneva, NY 14456
315.730.3083

FLX PROVISIONS
18 Linden St
Geneva, NY 14456
315.670.1412

FLX WIENERY
5090 NY-14
Dundee, NY 14837
607.243.7100

FLX @ ROC BREWING
56 S Union St
Rochester, NY 14607
585.794.9798
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BLU WOLF BISTRO

BAR & GRILL
657 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Blu Wolf Bistro on the corner of Park
& Berkeley. They opened in late 2013 and quickly became a favorite place
for a burger and beer. The décor is slick but still a little casual, with lots
of black and cobalt blue in the colors. There’s a bevy of seating options,
with high-backed booths for a more private dining experience, along with
tables scattered around the restaurant and bar seating. The menu is great,
offering a wide variety of flavor profiles and styles in their entrees, salads,
sandwiches, and burgers. As I mentioned, the burgers are where Blu Wolf
really shines, with fourteen different options to choose from.

585.270.4467

My favorite burger to get at Blu Wolf is the Royale with Cheese. It’s a handmade, fresh-ground burger patty with cheddar cheese, caramelized onions
for some sweetness, lettuce & pickles for crunch, and their wolf sauce for
extra flavor. The brioche bun holds up nicely to all of ingredients. For sides,
the bent arm fries are absolutely worth the upgrade. They’re beer-battered
and slightly twisted but not curly.
Like most restaurants, Blu Wolf is offering takeout ordering, and also delivery. You can call them directly, or order online. For those of you that love
your hangover bowls and brunch at Blu Wolf, they’re offering the BOGO
mimosas as a to-go option as well.
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REVOLUTION KARAOKE

CHINESE
400 Jefferson Rd
Henrietta, NY 14623

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Revolution Karaoke, on Jefferson
Road in Henrietta. They opened five years ago, starting off with a basic bar
food menu focused on catering to karaoke singers. They quickly realized
there was a demand in the area for a quality dining experience focused on
authentic Chinese cuisine. They’ve since expanded to have an incredible
restaurant with staffed by Sichuan or Szechwan chefs. Their style of cooking focuses on bold flavors, particularly pungent and spicy flavors resulting
from a liberal use of garlic and chili peppers.

585.287.6573

Ordering from Revolution Karaoke is best done via GrubHub. I’ve got a
couple of recommendations from their menu. Overall, these are flavors
you don’t typically get in Western NY. The quality and depth of flavors is
on par with the meals you’d get at major metropolitan Chinatowns such
as San Francisco, New York, or Toronto. This is not the take-out we got in
college.
For an appetizer, I tend to go for the Spicy Organic Cauliflower. For entrees
I go for either the Spicy Beef Noodles or Sliced Fish in Hot Chili Oil. All of
these are great examples of Sichuan or Szechwan cooking, with strong,
bold flavors and an impressive spicy finish to them.
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NENO’S

MEXICAN
642 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

It’s Taco Tuesday again, which means today’s restaurant suggestions is for
Neno’s. They’re located on Monroe Ave and Boardman, next to JD Oxford’s. Founded by Fidelio Rita Jr., who left law school and learned the skills
needed while working in various Rochester restaurants—while working a
few other jobs as well—before opening a food trailer in 2015. After getting
rave reviews a food truck followed in 2017. Most recently, Fidelio opened a
dine-in restaurant that offers the same delicious meals as the truck as well
a few new ones, too.

585.978.7210

One of those, the Relleno Poblano, has special meaning to Fidelio and his
family. They come from Chinantla, a village in the state of Puebla, which is
home to poblano peppers. The Relleno Pobalano is stuffed with Spanish
chorizo and Monterey Jack cheese, and served atop white rice with two
sauces, and queso fresco. The chorizo has some great heat to it, and the
cilantro topping brings a little bit of freshness to the dish as well.
As I’m focusing on tacos, I’d also recommend the Al Pastor tacos. In general, Fidelio uses a traditional preparation style for his tacos that includes
delicious, flavorful braised meats and corn tortillas. For his Al Pastor tacos,
the pork is marinated in guajillo chiles, which adds a mild spice and great,
deep flavors. The grilled pineapple topping is tender and a refreshing flavor of sweet, which plays wonderfully with the spice of the pork. The whole
taco just gets you excited for summer weather.
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EL LATINO

LATIN
1020 Chili Ave
Rochester, NY 14611

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for a hidden gem over in the 19th Ward, El
Latino Restaurant on Chili Ave, near the 390 on/off ramps. It’s not much to
look at, but the magic happens on the inside.

585.235.3110

The owner and chef, Claribel Medina, has been in business since 2006.
There are several dishes to consider. The ox tail is also delicious, for example, but requires a little more work to eat. For me it’s all about the Pernil,
or roast pork shoulder. A pork shoulder can vary from piece to piece due
to varying fat content and proximity to the bone, but El Latino does a great
job of getting you a little bit of everything on your plate. Claribel has an innate ability to get the most flavor out of the pork, with each bite being juicy
and rich. The first bite you have is life-changing. I’m always asking for some
pork skin as well, with mixed results. If you get some, savor each delicious,
crispy bite.
There are three sizes: small, medium, and large. You’ll get rice as a side by
default, and I’d go for the beans as well, and then cabbage with lightly pickled red onions for some tangy flavors, and a little bit of their house-made
pepper sauce to round it out.
An average person can probably split a medium with someone else, and
then load on up sides. Their tostones, or fried, unripe plantains are super
savory and useful for soaking up the last bits of sauce and flavor from your
meal. If you’re wondering what a banana goes to bed dreaming it could
taste like, get the sweet plantains.
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ANTONETTA’S
Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Antonetta’s on Jay Street in Rochester.
Part of the “Italian Triangle” in Rochester, Antonetta’s has been in business
since 1979 and it is an absolute time capsule. There’s a small bar, along
with red and white checked tablecloths, dark carpeting and wooden walls.
Under normal circumstances, it’s filled with locals who have lived in the
Dutchtown neighborhood their entire lives, or those who grew up there
and want to relive old times for an hour or so. The current co-owner and
chef, Matt Petrillo, is the grandson of the original owner, Nick Petrillo. Matt
also operates The Meatball Truck Co., which is something to keep an eye
out for once the weather gets nicer.

ITALIAN
1160 Jay St
Rochester, NY 14611
585.328.1830

Like any reputable Italian restaurant, the menu starts and stops with their
sauce. Antonetta’s has a fantastic sauce to put it bluntly. Slowly braised
with pork and lovingly doted on, it has robust tomato flavors, a beautiful,
thick texture, tons of depth thanks to just the right amount of red wine,
and a solid kick at the end courtesy of some black pepper and crushed red
pepper.
To pair with the sauce, I always go for their house-made meatballs. You
can’t go wrong when you pair the best item on the menu with the second-best item. You can get you meatballs in a cup with fresh basil and
ricotta, or over a plate of pasta. If you’re looking for something else, I’d
suggest the baked lasagna.
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PINO’S

ITALIAN DELI
2590 W Ridge Rd
Greece, NY 14626

Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Pino’s Deli in Greece. Pino’s has
been in business since 1994, offering a beautiful, classic Italian Grocer experience. It’s got everything you would expect. There are high-quality deli
meats like Boar’s Head freshly sliced for you. Family recipes for many of
their meals. Pantry items for cooking at home. Delicious, wonderful bread
that’s baked fresh in house. It’s nice and airy with a thin crust for some texture when you bite into it. Dozens of pasta dishes, sides, and subs. Best of
all, they have decades of caring about the community and the customers
who walk in.

585.227.8160

As I mentioned, there’re a lot of options on the menu, but I’m a sucker for
any sort of cutlet. I go for their breaded pork chop. It’s baked and then
fried, and oh so tender. I usually pair it with a side of greens and beans.
I also love a good sub, and Pino’s steak sub does not disappoint. I get it
with some provolone cheese for some nutty flavors and a bit of salt, along
with peppers and onions on a medium roll. With this sub, there’s no need
to toast the bread. Looking at it in my hands before I take my first bite, it’s
like seeing a piece of heaven.
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HAN NOODLE BAR

SOUTHEAST ASIAN
687 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Han Noodle Bar on Monroe Ave, next
to Dogtown. They opened in 2011. Han Noodle’s more open kitchen design
has the whole restaurant smelling of soy and sesame, which really gets
your mouth watering before you’ve even looked at a menu. With generous
serving sizes for the price, it’s a great place to grab several dishes to share
with a larger group.

585.242.7333

One must-have is the Pork belly steam buns. The craze for these was started by Momofuku Ssäm Bar back in the mid-2000’s, and Han Noodle does a
great homage to them. It’s a fluffy bun folded around crisp, yet tender pork
belly and dressed with hoisin sauce. Scallions and cucumbers add a beautiful crunch and pop of fresh colors as well. They’re wonderfully addictive to
eat.
For an entrée, anything with noodles in it. I go for the Beef Brisket Broth
Noodle. The beef is always tender and flavorful, and there are plenty of
noodles. The broth is the real star though, with rich flavors coming from
pork bones, chicken and seafood. If you’re looking for something without
broth, the Ginger Scallion with braised pork belly is great. The ginger and
scallions are light, fresh, and bright, and the braised pork belly has some
seriously deep flavors.
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GIUSEPPE’S

ITALIAN
50 Spencerport Rd
Rochester, NY 14606

Happy Easter, everyone! A lot of us are missing being able to spend time
with family and our normal holiday traditions. It’s not easy to be apart from
the ones we love right now, but it’s important we all keep doing our part to
limit the spread of this epidemic.

585.429.6540

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Giuseppe’s Restaurant - Rochester, NY
in Gates. They’re operating on a limited schedule, so I wanted to get this
out to allow for future planning. I’ve known this restaurant for almost 20
years and helped move them into Gates Plaza. I’ve proudly watched them
expand twice since then. The restaurant’s roots in the Rochester area go
all the way back to 1927, when family members moved to America from
Naples, Italy. They even claim to have been the first place in Rochester to
offer a steak sub. The business has grown, moved, and evolved since 1927,
and they have even opened a second location in Irondequoit.
As a combination of a bakery, restaurant, and pizzeria, they have a lot to
offer on their menu. For dinner, I’m always looking at what their steak
specials are. The cuts may vary, but they’re always perfectly cooked and
seasoned. If you’re looking for more traditional Italian fare, their greens
and beans are excellent, as are the clams. The bakery component puts
out an amazing bread that’s baked in-house. You don’t need to take my
word for it either, several restaurants in the area buy from them, too. As
a pizzeria, they make a beautiful New Haven-style pizza—which is similar
to a Neapolitan pizza—with a thin, oblong crust cooked in an extremely
hot coal-fired oven and served whole. The resulting subtle smoky, charred
flavors that you get in the crust make it exceptional. I like to get mine with
sausage, peppers, and onions.
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HYDERABAD BIRYANI HOUSE

INDIAN
1100 Jefferson Rd
Rochester, NY 14623

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Hyderabad Biryani House on Jefferson
Road in Henrietta. They’re newer to the Rochester market having opened
in June of last year, but they also have a restaurant on Transit Road in Williamsville if anyone from Buffalo is hungry.

585.413.0263

Hyderadbad offers North Indian Biryani cooking, which uses rice, spices, meat, vegetables, or eggs. In Biryani cooking, the rice and meats are
cooked separately before being layered and cooked together, much like
mixing a curry. Hyderadbad uses basmati rice, which is a longer grain than
white rice and has a light, nutty flavor to it and some spice, which is great
for complementing the flavors of their dishes. They also offer South Indian
dishes, but be ready as this can be some hot, spicy, sinus-clearing food.
There are two dishes I like the most. Dosa are a fun eating experience, and
great to share with others. A dosa is thin, crepe-like cooked rice batter,
served with different fillings and chutneys. I like the Masala dosa the best.
Don’t be shy when dipping into the chutneys, either.
For Biyranis, I go for the Raji Gari Kodi. For me, growing up in a middle-class working family, this reminds me of the thick, rich stews I had for
dinner as a kid. Only now I’m getting a spicy chicken with gourmet spices
and a beautiful gravy being created by a skilled chef.
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RIO TOMATLAN

MEXICAN
106 Bemis Street
Canandaigua, NY 14424

Hey, it’s Taco Tuesday again! This week’s recommendation is for Rio Tomatlan, in downtown Canandaigua. They’ve been in their current location since
December of 2014. It’s on a side street behind Main Street with plenty of
parking. Rio Tomatlan is offering drinks (read: life-changing margaritas)
to go, as long as you order some type of food with it. Even Pico de Gallo,
which is an excellent appetizer and dish to share and you should get it
regardless. Ordering can be done online via their website.

585.394.9380

Speaking of the food, everything is prepared fresh, and cut, dried, or
ground by Raphael and Chef Andrew Turk. Some spices and cheese are
imported, but you’ll never see a Sysco truck dropping off cans of tomatoes.
Raphael Guevara is very careful not to call his food ‘Mexican’. Raphael and
his family hail from the Tomatlan region on the southern pacific coast of
Mexico, where the food is a blend of Spanish, Asian, Philippine, and Chinese.
Any taco option is great, but I enjoy the Tacos de Tilapia. There’s some
nice sweetness from the garlic butter sauce to play off the heat from the
tomatillo jalapeño sauce, and a great crunch from the cabbage. The Beer
Battered Tilapia Tacos are also great, with a creamy avocado sauce balancing out a chili aoli, and both playing off the crispy batter from the tilapia.
The blue tortillas are a fun visual element and helps to elevate the dish.
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ROCKY’S

ITALIAN
190 Jay Street
Rochester, NY 14608

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Rocky’s, on Jay Street. It’s another part
of Rochester’s famed “Italian Triangle” and has been run by the Mastrella
family since opening in 1949. Similar to Antonetta’s, Rocky’s is very much
an old-school Italian restaurant. There’s an unassuming exterior, and you
get massive servings of incredible food for affordable prices. Like other
cornerstones in our community, on a typical day you can find a steady
crowd of regulars mixed with newcomers seeking a good meal. I went to
Rocky’s almost every Saturday for a year straight with a revolving group of
friends and enjoyed every minute of it.

585.232.9717

For my favorite dish on their menu is the Homemade Cheese Raviolis, but
be sure to order a meatball and piece of sausage, too. As any self-respecting Italian restaurant should, they have a wonderful sauce that ties the
whole plate together, bite after delicious bite. If you’re concerned about
the amount of bread and pasta you’ve been eating lately, I’d suggest the
Beef Stew which is only served on Thursdays. The tripe is also something
to check out. The old timers and regulars swear it’s the best in Rochester
and claim there’s nothing better to dip bread into.
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GOOD LUCK
I woke up to snow on the ground this morning, so I’m not really sure what
day or month it is. But I do know that today’s restaurant suggestion is for
Good Luck, the brainchild of Chuck Cerankosky, a RIT alum. Good Luck
opened in 2008 and was the first of its kind in town. Since then it has
become one of the best cocktail bars in Rochester, and great place to hang
out. While the success and popularity of Good Luck seems obvious now
(it’s even been mentioned in Esquire magazine), opening a restaurant and
having the long-term success that Good Luck has is a testament to Chuck’s
vision, talent, and work ethic. Chuck’s an amazing example of making your
own path in life. Armed with a design degree, he’s touched hospitality spaces all over town, including his own projects Jackrabbit Room, Cure, Lucky’s,
and Rochester Cocktail Revival, as well as consulting at Radio Social, and
Bar Bantam to name a few.

NEW AMERICAN/
BAR & GRILL
50 Anderson Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.340.6161

Good Luck is currently doing a limited takeout menu, and you’ll need to get
your order in by 3pm of the day you’d like to pick it up curbside. Obviously, I’m going to recommend the Burger. One pound of freshly-ground,
grass-fed organic beef, cooked medium-rare, on a hearty brioche roll with
cheese and a generous side of fries. While it’s intended to be shared, under
the current circumstances I think we’d all understand if you ate the whole
thing yourself. I’d also go for their Sicilian pizza. Sicilian-style pizzas have a
much thicker crust than a Neapolitan-style, with the crust having a crunchy
base and light, airy interior. Good Luck’s has a great blend of cured meats
for some salty flavors and different mouth feel, kale and pickled fennel for
earthy flavors and added crunch, and a multiple cheese blend for color
and taste.
I’d also suggest the red lentils if you’re looking for a dish you can set aside
for a future meal in a few days. It’s a warm, comforting dish that leaves you
feeling good afterwards. There’s some pleasant heat and spice from the
curry powder, and a touch of bitterness from the swiss chard.
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TONY D’S

ITALIAN
288 Exchange Blvd
Rochester, NY 14608

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Tony D’s in Corn Hill Landing.
They’ve been in business since late 2008, outside of a brief closure due
to the sudden passing of co-owner Chris DeGrazia and Tony DiCesare.
Tony D’s is now run by Chef Jay Speranza, who has been with Tony D’s
since it first opened. He’s doing a three-day pop-up, Friday April 17 thru
Sunday, April 19.

585.413.3640

For recommendations, I’ll start with the Seven-hour Sunday Sauce.
Yes, that’s right: seven hours, and because of that it’s only available
on Sundays. Chef Jay’s masterpiece is something beautiful to behold.
Slowly simmered with incredibly tender pork shoulder, massive
meatballs made of a blend of beef, pork, and veal, as well as Rubino’s
Italian sausage, this sauce is thick and meaty, with excellent color
thanks to Cento San Marzano tomatoes.
To the best of my knowledge, Tony D’s also has the only coal-fired
pizza oven in Upstate New York. This allows for an incredibly high heat
while cooking. The result is a crust that is crunchy and more well-done
and gives that beautiful char that pizza aficionados know and love. For
toppings, I go with pepperoni, onion, and banana peppers, which add
some nice, tangy sweetness.
Unfortunately, they’re not selling their chicken wings with Italian seasoning
that are cooked to perfection in the coal-fired oven today, but hopefully
with enough demand they’ll offer them in the future.
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ROCCO

ITALIAN
165 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Rocco. Yes, I’m aware I’m suggesting
two Italian restaurants on back-to-back days. Rocco is also doing a limited
pop up for two days, with pick-ups on Sunday 4/19 and Monday, 4/20.
Opened in 2008 by Chef Mark Cupolo, Rocco has offered an intimate
setting with straight forward yet incredibly flavorful Italian dishes. It’s a
place you have to go as you search for your favorite Italian restaurant
in town. Mark has recently expanded as well, opening Rella, a seafoodfocused restaurant last year with Chef Cruz Nieves, who worked at Rocco
for several years before heading to New York for a stint.

585.454.3510

For an appetizer, I’d go with their Caesar salad. It’s the best one in Rochester. For entrees, the All-Day Pork with roasted potatoes and rapini. Mark
always has incredible flavor and tenderness in his meats, and rapini adds
some nutty flavors and bitterness. If you haven’t had the opportunity to
check out Rella yet, get the Fish Chowder. Mark worked in Boston for many
years before coming to Rochester and is deeply experienced in how to
make a creamy, delicious chowder.
If the snow from earlier this week has you really looking forward to warmer weather, get their blood orange martini. It’s got a beautiful color to it,
and the combination of tart and sweet citrus flavors will have you thinking
of summer cocktails outdoors in no time.
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BRANCA MIDTOWN

ITALIAN
280 E Broad St #100
Rochester, NY 14604

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Branca Midtown, located in Tower280
in downtown Rochester. As the name proudly states, this an Italian restaurant, but with a lighter, contemporary twist on the menu to better reflect
the location and bright, clean décor. It’s a flat out gorgeous space with
great food and I’m looking forward to going back there as soon as possible.

585.434.5243

Opened by restauranteurs Josh and Jenna Miles in late 2016, Branca Midtown has become a favorite of downtown workers and residents such as
myself. Josh and Jenna also run the Revelry and Bitter Honey. If you enjoy
either of those restaurants this is a great way to support them as well, and
you can even get some Bitter Honey Margaritas with your meal.
Branca Midtown is offering a limited to-go menu Wednesdays through
Sundays, and you can order up to one hour ahead of your pickup time.
If you’re looking for something bright, fresh, and healthy I’d go with the
Broccolini Salad. Broccolini is a cross between broccoli and asparagus, with
a nice mild, almost earthy flavor with some sweetness from the caramelization of being grilled. There’s a nice garlic scape vinaigrette for added
brightness and acidity, too.
For heartier fare and bigger families, try the Salumi Pizza with fennel salumi, pickled red onions, cherry peppers and rich balsam, the pepperoni and
honey with cup and char pepperonis, or the Chicken Parm. As I mentioned
earlier, Branca has a light, contemporary twist on Italian and the Chicken
Parm is a great example of this concept. There’s the expected breaded
chicken cutlets and sauce, but they also in include a basil pesto which adds
nutty flavors as well as sharper, fresh notes of basil to the dish.
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MAMASAN’S

SOUTHEAST ASIAN/THAI
2800 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14618

It’s a nice sunny day in Rochester, so let’s go with Mamasan’s for today’s
restaurant suggestion. Located Monroe Ave, they’ve been in business since
1984. Mamasan’s started off on University Ave., and became a favorite of
city office workers and radio icon Brother Wease. Comedian and actor Rob
Schneider even ate at the original location. Over the years, they’ve expanded and moved several times, but have always stayed a family-run operation, and they’ve been in their current location since 2003.

585.461.3290

I’ve got a few favorites off of their menu. For an appetizer, I really like the
Fresh Chicken Rolls. They’re wrapped in rice paper and filled with rice
vermicelli which is a super-thin rice noodle and loaded with vegetables and
herbs for just incredibly fresh, crisp flavors.
For entrees I go for the Garlic pork dish or Thai Rice Noodle with Chicken.
Thai Rice noodle is Mamasan’s interpretation of a classic pad-thai dish. Like
a lot of amazing ethnic meals, it started off as a street food, this time in the
1930’s. The dish itself consists of rice noodles with meat, peanuts, scrambled egg, and bean sprouts, along with some spices for a little heat. It’s
then tossed in a sauce that gives it some tamarind flavors that are tangy,
almost salty and have a touch of sweetness.
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JOHN’S TEX-MEX

TEX-MEX
426 South Ave
Rochester, NY 14620

Today’s Taco Tuesday recommendation is for John’s Tex-Mex, located in
the South Wedge. John’s Tex-Mex was opened by John Roth in 2006 in a
cozy spot on the corner of South & Alexander and put out great, enjoyable
Mexican-American dishes. Last year John’s Tex-Mex moved a few doors
north on South Ave to a larger space, close to the Wedgepoint apartments.
In addition to a larger restaurant space and the corresponding additions to
the menu, there’s now off-street parking next to the building as well.

585.232.5830

Regardless of what you’re ordering, I’d suggest getting some of their
house-fried tortilla chips with your side of choice. Queso is available regularly at their new location, and it’s one of my favorites. The chips are fresh,
crisp and lightly salted. For Tacos, I’d go with either pork or beef, and I like
the Mex-style with the crunch and freshness you get from the radishes, cilantro, and lime. If you’ve got children who are fussy eaters (like every child
seems to be), getting Tex-style tacos should appeal to them.
John’s Tex-Mex also offers enormous burritos if that’s more your jam than
tacos. I love my classics, so I’d go with beef or pork, refried beans, with lettuce, tomatoes, sour cream, and cheese. I’d also be remiss if I didn’t mention the Mexican Plate, their version of nachos. You can get your choice of
meat or John’s Mexican Mush, piled high on top of tortilla chips with all the
staples you’d want. I’ve heard it described as a flavor tornado and agree
with that 100 percent.
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FRESH CATCH POKE CO.
Today’s restaurant suggestion is for a place I badly wish was in Rochester:
Fresh Catch Poke Co., in Williamsville. It’s one of my favorite places to
stop by when I’m in Buffalo, which coincidently, I was today and was able
to get myself a delicious lunch. They opened in January of 2018 with a
concept focused on affordable, fresh seafood and fast casual dining. The
owners, Michael Tobin, and Justin & Ashley Draper know people have less
time to eat—let alone eat something healthy—which creates an incredible need for what Fresh Catch Poke Co. offers.

SEAFOOD
5933 Main St #101
Williamsville, NY 14221
716.271.7653

The name of the restaurant kind of says it all. Fresh Catch offers fresh
fish, prepared poke, which is a Hawaiian preparation method that involves cutting seafood in small pieces and lightly marinating it. Fresh
Catch combines the fish with rice and salad bowls in a build-as-you-go
approach allowing you to fine-tune your meal to your tastes, budget, and
needs. If that feels overwhelming, they also offer standard bowls for you
to choose from.
My personal favorite is the Flaming Tuna. It has ahi tuna tossed in a spicy
blend with some added heat from jalapeno peppers. There’s also some
great color and terrific crunch with purple cabbage/snow peas, watermelon radish, and sesame seeds, along with ginger for just a little more hot,
zesty flavor. If that sounds too intense, I’d go for the Aloha OG. It’s got
several of the same ingredients, but with way less spice and the bamboo
rice has some brightness.
They also offer whole coconuts if you find yourself looking for something
warm and tropical on yet another snowy day in Upstate New York.
#BeAGoodNeighbor #shoplocal #localbusiness #takeout
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YOUNG’S KOREAN
Today’s restaurant suggestion returns back to Rochester, with Young’s
Korean, located on a side street off Clay Road in Henrietta. It’s hard to find,
but worth the extra effort. Without a doubt, Young’s is the best Korean
restaurant in Rochester, and the owner is the former chef at Seoul Garden.
The food might not look appealing in the photos, but the flavors are absolutely incredible.

KOREAN
120 Mushroom Blvd
Rochester, NY 14623
585.427.7650

My two recommendations from their menu are for the Kimchi pancake,
and the Chicken Bulgogi. The Kimchi pancake is a great twist on foods,
as it’s packed with kimchi and other vegetables giving it a great crunchy
texture that makes it ideal for dipping into sauces. Young’s usually offers a
fish sauce which will be a bit salty. Despite the namesake, it has little to no
spice, and is very flavorful & light.
The Chicken bulgogi—which can best be described as Korean BBQ chicken—is a fun dish. Bulgogi involves thinly sliced meats marinated and then
grilled quickly. The marinade is important for this as the meat is very thin,
so you can easily dry it out while cooking. Young’s does an outstanding job
though, keeping the meat juicy, tender and flavorful, and they get the perfect amount of caramelization for some sweetness to mix with the BBQ flavors. You can also get beef or pork bulgogi as well. The dish usually comes
with a side of rice and onions and scallions which are also nicely glazed.
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SWAN’S ON PARK

ROUX - FRENCH
688 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Swan’s on Park, better known as Roux,
Dorado, Vern’s. The newest member of the ‘family’ Vern’s was my favorite
new restaurant in Rochester last year, serving up modern Italian cooking in
a beautiful space.

585.461.2960

For any meal, I’d start off with the Broken burrata. It has slow-roasted
tomatoes, which amplifies the flavors of the tomatoes and their juices mix
in with everything else. It’s fun to eat, getting a little bit of burrata, tomato,
and basil each time as you play around with proportions to try and find the
perfect bite for you.
For entrees, I’d go with the Roux burger. Roux focuses on French style
cooking, but that doesn’t stop them from putting out a beautiful burger
with crisp lettuce, melty cheese and a brioche bun. If you’d prefer something more traditional, I’d go for the Duck Cassoulet, or the whole chicken
to feed the family.

DORADO - MEXICAN
690 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.244.8560

VERN’S - ITALIAN
696 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.340.6689

If you’d rather have something Italian, I’d have the Lost Meatball Ragu. The
lumache pasta holds extra sauce inside it, and the fresh ricotta on top is
light and fluffy with a touch of sweetness, with parmesan cheese adding
some salt.
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BAR BILL/PIZZA D’S
With the NFL draft wrapping up this weekend, my restaurant suggestion
is for chicken wings. There are two locations I recommend Bar Bill in East
Aurora (Buffalo) and Pizza D’s in Mendon (Rochester).
The Best Wings is another one of those hotly debated items. Why are Bar
Bill’s the best? For starters, their wings are never frozen. They have the
perfect amount of sauce on them as the sauce is brushed onto each wing
instead of being flung into a cauldron. And they are brought out immediately instead of sitting under a warming lamp. And of course, the sauces
themselves. They’re just…perfect. I go for the buffalo sauces, and they are
intense and hot, but only for a few seconds. Josh Allen’s said Bar Bill has
the best wings in town and went there with Mitch Morse after he signed.
Bringing an offensive lineman to a restaurant is a big risk, as eating is
easily in their top five interests. Bar Bill also has a location in Clarence for
north siders, who can also check out Elmo’s if they haven’t already. And
of course, Bar Bill has the best Beef on Weck. Debate me if you want, but
you won’t win.

BAR BILL - PUB
185 Main Street
East Aurora, NY 14052
716.652.7959

BAR BILL NORTH - PUB
8326 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14221
716.710.9464

PIZZA D’S - PIZZA
1350 Pittsford Mendon Rd
Mendon, NY 14506
585.582.6087

As for Pizza D’s, they also offer never-frozen wings. Even better, they have
a Char-B-Q option where they’ll grill your wings to give them a strong,
crunchy flavor with a touch of smoke. You also have the option of getting
your wings re-sauced after grilling or not. I’m a big fan of getting the Tiger
sauce (country sweet and medium) when getting my wings grilled, as that
ups the intensity of the flavors.
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AŞ EVI TURKISH CUISINE

TURKISH
315 East Ridge Road
Rochester, NY 14621

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for As Evi Turkish Cuisine, located on East
Ridge Road in Irondequoit. As Evi is owned and operated by Selami Tulum,
who immigrated here six years ago from Giresun. Giresun is a city right
on the coast of the Black Sea in northeast Turkey, an area best known for
growing hazelnuts. Turkey’s proximity to multiple countries and regions
gives their food some shared elements with Greek and Middle Eastern
cooking, meaning there’s something for everyone to enjoy.

585.544.0101

I’ve got a few favorite dishes. My affinity for kebabs is well known, and I
really like the Adana Kebab. It’s minced beef and red bell peppers with a
touch of paprika on a skewer. Getting a minced meat to stick to a skewer
is a little tricky to pull off to say the least, but Selami’s skill comes through
and the meat has a great texture to it.
I also like the Dolma, which has some Greek influences. Dolma is grape
leaves stuffed with seasoned rice and olive oil drizzled over top, served
cold. Last up is the Lahmacun. Best described as Turkish pizza, it’s a thin
layer of dough covered in minced beef, minced vegetables such as onions
or tomatoes, and some herbs like cayenne or cumin, and it’s then baked.
While described as pizza, it’s not. There’s no cheese, and the dough is a
different texture and thickness. But it’s still very delicious.
To really get the full experience, I’d suggest getting either Ayran, which is
a cold yogurt-based beverage or Uludag Gazoz, a carbonated beverage
similar to Sprite but with stronger lemon flavors.
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GUIDO’S PASTA VILLA

ITALIAN
1313 East Ridge Road
Rochester, NY 14621

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Guido’s Pasta Villa. It’s a small Italian
restaurant in Irondequoit with an incredibly loyal following. First opened in
1992 by Frank and his late brother Jesse, Pasta Villa became popular with
its “Bigger is better” approach of generous portions and sides. They also
allow ordering off the menu if the ingredients are available in the kitchen,
enabling customers to get classics or favorites when possible. Combined
with a seasoned, experienced staff, Pasta Villa is a well-oiled machine that
cranks out happy customers night after night.

585.266.2676

When ordering from Pasta Villa, you’ll want to start off with Greens, Beans
& Gnocchi. It has great garlic flavors; the beans are firm, and the greens
have a solid crunch to them. What more can you ask for?
For entrées, I love their Chicken Parm, but with the chicken pan fried
instead of baked. The mozzarella is stringy and sticks to each bite, and the
sauce has a beautiful, deep, sweet tomato taste to it. I also get a side of
side of Angel Hair/Cappellini pasta with garlic and olive oil. If you’d rather
have veal, go with the veal cacciatore. The mushrooms add some nice
earthiness to the dish. And if you want something without pasta, try the
Pork Pizzaiola with a side salad and the garlic smashed potatoes. The pork
is tender, and the smashed potatoes have a touch of sweetness from the
garlic.
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JUAN & MARIA’S

LATIN
280 Union St N #6014
Rochester, NY 14609

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Juan and Maria’s Empanada Stop in
the Rochester Public Market. Juan and Maria were childhood sweethearts
in their native Chile, moved to America at a young age and married in
1977. Juan started off making empanadas for co-workers at Xerox, and
after getting rave reviews, opened up a food truck called “Juan and Maria’s
Chuck Wagon” with his wife Maria before opening their store in the Public
Market in 2000, and then purchasing the building in 2003.
Juan and Maria’s has a straight forward menu. I don’t think I’m alone when
I say I always get the Breakfast Empanada when I’m at the market. As
their tagline says, it’s highly addictive. The smaller size makes it perfect to
munch on while multi-tasking. For kids and those with a sweet tooth, the
Churros are highly recommended by my son. If you’re looking for a sitdown meal, I’d do the combo dinner of rice, beans, pork loin, and a delicious, wonderful empanada.
For the past few weeks on Tuesdays I’ve suggested tacos, but I’m deviating
this week. Juan and Maria are collecting donations to bring free meals to
health care workers and first responders in the Rochester community each
Wednesday. They’ve already delivered to the ICU at Rochester General
Hospital. You can throw in a few dollars, or if you have a particular group
or organization you’d like to personally support, you can do that as well
with a slightly larger donation. See Juan and Maria’s Facebook page for
more information.
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CHAR STEAK & LOUNGE

STEAKHOUSE
550 East Ave
Rochester, NY 146071

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Char Steak and Lounge, the restaurant at the Strathallan. They’re doing a limited takeout menu starting
tomorrow. First opened in 2012, Char is a high-level restaurant focused
on a great dining experience. They have a coal and wood-fired grill that
gets up to 900 degrees allowing for perfect searing on their meats, and a
Wolfgang Puck-inspired oven.

585.241.7100

As they say in their name, Char has a bevy of steaks if you’ve been
struggling to get that perfect temperature on your home grill. However,
my favorite menu item they’re offering is the Burger, or as they call it, 12
oz. of Ground Brisket. Dressed with an applewood-smoked bacon-onion
jam, and a nice, sharp cheddar, this masterpiece is then placed in a rich
brioche bun. After doing an 8-stop burger crawl the other year, I crowned
this burger The Best in Rochester and I still stand by that today.
I’d also do the ½ Organic free-range chicken. There’s some strong Mediterranean flair with the harissa crust and preserved lemon-yogurt sauce.
Harissa is a spicy, garlicky seasoning that goes great with chicken all on
its own and is contrasted by the cooling lemon-yogurt sauce.
If the sound of spices makes your eyes water, go for the House made
ricotta gnocchi with a Bolognese sauce and parmesan. Ricotta gnocchi
is different from traditional potato gnocchi, but still gives you the light,
pillow-ly gnocchi you’d expect while tasting a little bit better.
For sides, I’d do the Glazed asparagus or the Wild mushroom risotto. The
truffle butter adds earthy richness and mascarpone brings in creamy
textures. The Char Bar To Car is a great way to stock up on wines as well,
with bottles being offered at an incredible discount.
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BEST SLICE OF PIZZA

PIZZA STOP - PIZZA
131 State St
Rochester, NY 14614

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for the best slice in Rochester. I’ve got
three favorites.

585.546.7252

The first is Pizza Stop. They’ve been in business since the mid 80’s, serving slices for downtown workers for decades. Pizza Stop has the best
NY-style pizza in town. It’s so good I’m not going out on a limb when I say
that. The crust is thin and foldable with a little char, and the customer
service is gruff at best. My favorite toppings are cheese, or cheese & pepperoni. They’re simple, but rich and flavorful at Pizza Stop. While you can
certainly get your fix at the Pittsford or Greece locations, the State street
location is the best. The oven has a certain je ne sais quoi to it, and that’s
essential to making a great pizza.
Second up is Pontillo’s Bushnell’s Basin location and only this location.
Pontillo’s locations can vary as they’re not required to get ingredients
from specific vendors or stick to recipes. The Bushnell’s Basin location
is home to Rochester’s favorite slice, with a thin-to-medium crust and a
slight char. I really like that the blue cheese is free (Ranch is for savages). I
go with the pepperoni/hot peppers with a side of blue cheese.

PONTILLO’S - PIZZA
665 Pittsford Victor Rd
Pittsford, NY 14534
585.248.5372

CHESTER CAB - PIZZA
707 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.244.8211

Last but not least is Chester Cab. Located on Park Ave, they give you a
monstrously oversized slice that can easily fill you up. There’s a thicker
crust that’s harder to fold with a crunchier texture to it, with a thick layer
of toppings and a decent char as well. It’s important to mention Chester
Cab offers beer by the can or six pack as well.
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GRINNELL’S RESTAURANT

STEAKHOUSE
1696 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14618

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Grinnell’s, located on Monroe Ave
between Highland and Twelve Corners. Grinnell’s has been family owned
and operated since 1961. Originally focused on thick steaks, over the years
Grinnell’s has expanded the menu to offer seafood and lighter fair. The décor has evolved as well, with an excellent balance of classic and contemporary. But above all else, there’s great service from the ownership and staff.

585.244.3710

Like many restaurants, the menu is a little bit limited right now but there
are some fun specials. For Fridays they have a Fish Fry with a fluffy-yetcrispy breading encasing the fish, along with house-made coleslaw and
tartar sauce. On Sundays, there’s Turkey dinners. Turkey can get a bad
rap as being dry and flavorless, but not this one. The meat is juicy and
perfectly seasoned, covered in a rich, thick gravy and lovingly placed over
a bed creamy mashed potatoes. It’s practically a mini Thanksgiving dinner.
And on Wednesdays there are Gourmet garbage plates with an 8oz burger
cooked the way you like it with cheese, over homemade mac salad and
garlic mashed potatoes, all covered in a beautiful, thick meat sauce.
Grinnell’s is certainly known for Prime Rib if you’ve been missing this classic
dish recently. Slow roasted to a perfect medium-rare, their prime rib has a
great, flavorful crust with a tender, juicy interior.
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PRISON CITY PUB & BREWERY

BAR & GRILL
28 State St
Auburn, NY 13021

Today is a beautiful, sunny day. Time to get out of the house, and road
trip it to my hometown of Auburn. There are two places I’d recommend
going while you’re getting some fresh air and sunshine.

315.604.1277

First off is Prison City Pub and Brewery. Opened in 2014 by Marc & Dawn
Schulz—I graduated from high school with Dawn—Prison City produces
one of the best IPA’s in America, Mass Riot. Beer geeks line up around
the block for this when it releases. National reviewers and enthusiasts far
and wide put Mass Riot up there with IPAs from highly regarded brewers like Trillium or Tree House. Mass Riot is a limited release so it’s not
always available, but any of Prison City’s beers are equally delicious and
lovingly brewed in small batches. A few four packs or crowlers are a great
way to support a local business and friend. From their take-out menu I’d
snag either the Pork Belly Tacos or Pub Burger, and they also have a Kid’s
Menu for those perpetually fussy eaters.
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ANGELO’S PIZZA

PIZZA
25 E Genesee St
Auburn, NY 13021

I’d also swing by Angelo’s Pizza. Angelo’s has been in business since 1960,
and my mother worked there while in college. Angelo’s was the first
original pizza place in Auburn and is now owned by Matt Bartolotta, my
roommate in college. Matt is focused on having things as fresh as possible. There’s house-made dough and sauce the itself is made fresh every
other day to ensure the best possible quality. The cheese comes from
Wisconsin, and the tomatoes for the sauce from California. Each pizza is
made with care, and the crust is the that thin NY-style you can fold. For
toppings, I love the sausage pizza, probably because the sausage comes
from a local butcher as well.

315.252.7911
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ABBOTT’S

ICE CREAM
4791 Lake Ave
Rochester, NY 14612

I’m so excited for today’s suggestion. I’ve been waiting weeks to do this
one: Abbott’s Frozen Custard. For those of you not fully familiar with the
story, in 1902 Arthur Abbott started traveling the Eastern Seaboard selling frozen custard. In 1926, he opened his first store in Rochester. A fan
of horse racing, Arthur put his frozen custard proceeds towards buying
a horse. In 1952, his horse Blue Man won the Preakness Stakes, allowing
Arthur to consider retirement. He eventually sold the business to Lenny
and Tiby Schreiber in 1957.

585.865.7400

Over the past century, the recipe has remained the same, but still secret.
Eggs, milk, sugar, and cream are mixed together and churned slowly in a
custom-made machine, producing something denser than traditional ice
cream. The custard is made fresh at stands each day, with a few staple
flavors like chocolate and vanilla, as well as occasional surprises like black
raspberry.
There locations all over town, but for the best one is at Charlotte Beach. I
always go for vanilla with almonds and a Chip Wheel for my son because
he absolutely loves them. Abbott’s is also offering delivery via their website.
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HEDONIST CHOCOLATES

CHOCOLATES
674 South Ave
Rochester, NY 14620

I’m staying sweet with today’s recommendation: Hedonist Artisan Chocolates. Opened in 2007 by Jennifer Posey, Hedonist is located in Rochester’s
South Wedge. Jennifer and her team produce a wide variety of hand-crafted, small batch confections. Hedonist offers chocolate caramels, truffles,
bark, dipped fruits, and even ice cream to name some of their delicious
offerings.

585.461.2815

But Jennifer doesn’t just offer exceptional craft and flawless execution of
old-world techniques. In the Classic Chocolate Truffle, Goat Cheese Truffle, and Chocolatier’s Choice collections there are incredible favors and
combinations of fruits, nuts, or herbs & spices, resulting in sweet, savory,
and tangy treats. There’s also a strong focus on high quality ingredients
and partnering with local companies, be it Pittsford Farms Dairy for their
cream, Finger Lakes wineries for wine & chocolate parings, or Genesee
Brewery for the Salted Caramel Chocolate Porter or Dark Chocolate Scotch
Ale.
With Mother’s Day this coming weekend, I’m suggesting the “Susan B.
Inspires Me” Salted Chocolate Caramels. The box contains 20 salted chocolate caramels, and 20% of the proceeds from each box goes to the The
Susan B. Anthony Museum & House, which is also located here in Rochester. Hedonist is able to offer pick-up and delivery for those close by, and if
you’re out of town, Hedonist is able to ship to your loved ones as well.
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BITTER HONEY

MEXICAN
127 Railroad St #110
Rochester, NY 14609

Seeing as it’s both Taco Tuesday and Cinco de Mayo, I’m excited to recommend Bitter Honey today. Opened in 2017, Bitter Honey is another
incredible creation by Josh Miles. Located on Railroad Street by the Rochester Public Market, Bitter Honey has a unique offering for customers.
Bartender Zach Mikida has traveled to Mexico over a dozen times and
knows more about tequila and mezcal than anyone in town, and the corn
tortillas are hand-made through a process call nixtamalization. The results are the freshest possible tortillas you can get in Western New York.

585.270.4202

This sets up the taco-focused menu very nicely. Bitter Honey is offering
taco kits that will feed 4-6 people (meaning leftovers for smaller households) to help with efficient ordering. I always go for Barbacoa as my
filling, and Al Pastor as a second option. If you’re feeling a little intimated
by the size of a taco kit, you can order two tacos of your choice. That
probably won’t be enough, so you should get a chip kit with three dips, or
chips and your dip of choice. Mine will be guacamole.
No celebration of another country’s national holiday is complete without
something to drink, and Bitter Honey as you covered with pre-made 1L
and 375ml bottles of margaritas or frozen margaritas, and 16oz frozen
margaritas. If you’d like to see what Zach has to offer, there are shot of
tequila available as well. For those of you concerned that you’d like the
margaritas a little too much, four-packs of beer available as well.
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ORIGINAL GRAIN

SANDWICHES
280 E Broad St
Rochester, NY 14604

Today’s restaurant suggestion is a bit healthier than the past few. It’s Original Grain, located at Tower280 in downtown Rochester. The first location
was opened in downtown Syracuse by Chris Bily in 2015. Original Grain is
the end result of Chris working for years in restaurants, traveling around
the country, and sketching out ideas until 2am in whatever spare time he
had. Chris is also the mind behind XO Taco in Syracuse. Focused on urban
markets, Original Grain expanded to Rochester last year.

585.270.4844

Original Grain’s menu is focused on wellness and healthy eating, with multiple California-style menu items. Ingredients are sourced from New Yok
state as much as possible to ensure freshness. The space itself is bright,
inviting, and upbeat, with tons of natural light. There are grain bowls, green
bowls, sandwiches, smoothies, and nori wraps, meaning there’s plenty of
ways to get a healthy meal at an affordable price. Even better, there are
numerous of gluten- and dairy-free options on the menu for those with
dietary restrictions.
I’ve got a few favorites from the menu. The EZ BLT sandwich, with prosciutto, bacon, greens, and pickled red onion makes for a nice salty/sweet flavor
combination. I also enjoy the Southwest Smoke green bowl. There’s lots of
freshness and crunch in it, with corn, sweet lipstick peppers, sesame seeds,
avocado, scallions, cilantro, and a mild heat from the avocado-poblano
dressing.
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CEDAR

MEDITERRANEAN
746 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for a fun little spot on Monroe Ave called
Cedar Restaurant. Located in the small shopping center at the corner of
Rutgers and Monroe, this restaurant is owned and operated by Elia and
Ghada Ghanatios. They previously owned Sultan Lebanese Cuisine and
Bakery on Mt. Hope Ave, and while this new restaurant falls in the Mediterranean category, the food is absolutely Lebanese. They still have a few
standard Mediterranean dishes on the menu though, including gyros and
Greek salad.

585.442.7751

Elia and Ghada make a lot of their food in house from scratch, including the hummus, pita, and desserts. You can really taste the difference
between what they serve and store-bought products you might have at
home. The house-made pita is also an integral part of my favorite dish
at Cedar, Chicken Shawarma. Popularized by Tony Stark mentioning it
in the first Avengers movie, Shawarma is a pita loaf opened up and stuff
with roasted vegetables, garlic spread for some sweetness, and soft,
juicy chicken that’s carved right off the rotisserie. The chicken is rich and
flavorful, covered with a secret blend of spices.
Another favorite dish of mine is the Lebanese rice, called Hashweh. It’s
a dirty rice of sorts, with rice, meat (usually lamb) mixed together with
allspice, cinnamon, and nutmeg to give it some sweetness. And if you
want something for dessert that will blow your mind, get the house-made
baklava as well. It’s got the flaky, buttery phyllo you want and a nice nutty
filling, with more of honey sweetness instead of the overpowering sweetness that turns some away.
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JINES

DINER
658 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Jine’s Restaurant, on the corner of Park
& Berkeley. In business since 1971, it’s been a mainstay of the neighborhood for decades, serving good affordable meals to residents for almost
50 years. Currently on its third generation of ownership, Jine’s has worked
hard to evolve as Park Ave has changed. Jine’s has expanded, added outdoor seating, beer on draft, and updated the interior design and décor.
By keeping up with the trends and demands, Jine’s is as popular as ever.
There are always long lines for breakfast on weekends, and the desirable
outdoor seating allows you to enjoy the energy and nice weather during
warmer months. And right now they have an online ordering system on
their website to help streamline getting your food.

585.461.1280

The menu at Jine’s has a lot of favorites. The Frittata Omelet is always delicious and will absolutely fill you up. As an Irishman, I’d be remiss if I didn’t
mention the Corned Beef Hash. As any good Greek-owned restaurant
should, there are a few special dishes like avgolemono, gyros, or lemon
& egg soup. For today though, I’m going for the Fish Fry. I like the Beer
battered option best. While the beer (Coors Light) doesn’t add much, if any,
taste, the carbonation of the beer adds body and lightness to the batter.
Jine’s uses haddock, which has a mild sweet taste and some medium flakiness.
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SAVOIA PASTRY SHOPPE

PASTRY
2267 Clifford Ave
Rochester, NY 14609

Tomorrow is Mother’s Day. Even though it snowed yesterday, Mother’s
Day is still happening. If you ignored my suggestion to go to Hedonist,
this is your last chance to get something special and local. My suggestion
for today is Savoia Pastry Shoppe. Located in the northeast corner of
Rochester, on Clifford Ave near the intersection of Culver and Clifford.
Savoia was opened by two Sicilian immigrants in 1929 and has been in
their current location since 1971.

585.482.1130

The first suggestion is for Meatball Cookies if they’re available. They’re
simply the best and are as rich and delicious as something your grandmother would bake. Next would be Cookie Cakes, which are an assortment of tea cookies. Tea cookies has a crisp texture and crumble easily,
with a mild flavor with just a hint of vanilla. The ingredients in tea cookies
also help them last longer, and they can be frozen and saved for a later
date. Another suggestion is the Almond Biscotti. It goes great with morning coffee, particularly if you’re able to serve both in bed.
Savoia has a full line of pastries as well. Sfogliatelle, a flaky pastry with
some citrus flavors and a ricotta filling is available on Saturdays. Savoia
also has several cannoli options, with chocolate, cream, and ricotta
fillings available, as well as cheese and cream puffs. If you’re looking for
something with fun, the Rum Torte is a sponge cake soaked in rum flavoring, which is then filled with custard and frosted with buttercream for
some extra decadence.
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CALABRESELLA’S

SANDWICHES
1386 Buffalo Rd
Rochester, New York 14624

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Calabresella’s. Family owned and operated, they’re been in business since the late 1960’s, starting off in the Bulls
Head Plaza on West Main before moving to Gates in 1974. Calabresella’s
now has multiple locations around Rochester, with the aforementioned
Gates site, as well as Park Ave, Fairport, and Avon. Known for overstuffed
subs, sandwiches, and cannoli’s, Calabresella’s also packs and ships out
hometown favorites, including Zweigle’s, Abbott’s, and Grandma Brown’s
Baked Beans. It’s a great way for expats to get a taste of home, as well as
a good gift idea if you know someone who’s in need of a little pick-me-up
these days.

585.235.7860

For sandwiches, there’s an expansive and impressive list of options, but my
favorite is the Hot Pastrami. Calabresella’s serves Boar’s Head meat, one of
the best, highest-quality deli meats on the market. It’s fairly common in the
Albany region, but it’s not always available in this area. If you’ve never had
a sub or sandwich with Boar’s Head meats, now is as good of a time as any.
I’ve also heard good things about the Rueben, which is always welcome on
a cold, rainy, miserable day like today.

146 N Main St
Fairport, NY 14450

210 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.355.4460
2781 Lakeville Rd
Avon, NY 14414
585.226.9354

585.598.3510

Calabresella’s is also a classic Italian deli, offering a good selection of imported and domestic pantry items such as pastas, olives, sauces, and oils
for your cooking needs, meaning you can combine your shopping needs
and spend less time out.
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LENTO

NEW AMERICAN
274 Goodman St N
Rochester, NY 14607

It’s Taco Tuesday again, but this time I’m throwing a real curve ball at you:
Lento. I’m almost embarrassed it took me this long to recommend it. Located in the Village Gate, Lento opened in 2007 and really pioneered the
concept of farm-to-table dining in Rochester. The menu changes almost
daily as they work with local farmers and purveyors to bring fresh, seasonal ingredients to customers. It’s certainly not easy to stick to a concept
like farm-to-table for so long when growing seasons can be impacted, but
Chef Art Rogers has stuck to his guns with incredible results. In 2015 Art
was a semifinalist for a James Beard Award, and I really believe Lento will
be the first restaurant in Rochester to receive a coveted Michelin Star.
The service is always great no matter how busy the restaurant is, and you
know there’s going to be some fresh and new on the menu when you
come in.

585.271.3470

Speaking of the menu, for Tacos, I’m going with the Al Pastor tacos. The
braised pork is from River Ridge Farms, which is south of Rochester,
between Avon & Geneseo. There’s also a house-made chorizo sausage
on the menu if you’re looking for something with spice and heat to it. The
Duck Fat Frites are one of my favorite appetizers and come with a delicious garlic aioli. As I mentioned, the menu changes daily, so be sure to
check regularly and see the Lobster Rolls, Poke Bowl, or Fish Fry show up
again. All orders are done over the phone, so be sure to call in as soon as
you can.
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THE REVELRY

NEW AMERICAN
1290 University Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for The Revelry on University Ave. Josh
& Jenna Miles’ first restaurant in Rochester, The Revelry opened in 2013.
With a menu is focused on foods from the mountains and Lowcountry
region of South Carolina, you really get a sense of the charm and flavors
that Josh’s home state offers. One of the highlights of the Revelry for me is
their talented bar staff lead by bartender Mack Martman, one of the best
bartenders in town. Mack has brought innovative custom creations to the
bar menu as well perfectly executed classic cocktails. The Rev is part of
a bright, vibrant section along University Ave and helps make that entire
area a fun place to hang out.

585.340.6454

I’ve got several recommendations off their take-out menu. The Fried
Chicken Strips have great flavor and crunch to the medium-brown breading with perfectly cooked chicken inside. Shrimp Po Boy is a great way to
momentarily transport yourself down south, and the crispy cabbage is a
great textural contrast to the tender buttermilk fried shrimps. Finally, the
Lobster Roll is served Maine-style, meaning it’s cold and lightly dressed in
Duke’s Mayo, a product of Greenville, SC. The Rev’s Lobster Roll ranks right
up there with the lobster rolls of Portland, Maine.
A sneaky favorite is the Rev burger, one of the best in Rochester. The double patty is key, as it allows for more caramelization, texture, and sear, and
the cheese tends to melt better when placed into a double stack as opposed to one thick patty. The tricky part is keeping your bun-to-patty ratio
dialed in and this burger nails it.
Regardless of what you order though, to really get The Revelry experience
at home you have to have it with one of Mack’s cocktails to go.
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PLUM HOUSE

SOUTHEAST ASIAN
686 Monroe Ave #3147
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Plum House, located on Monroe Ave.
Plum House is one of Rochester’s favorite sushi restaurants, and I enjoy
it a lot as they offer sashimi as well as sushi and california rolls. Sushi is
certainly off putting to some as it usually contains raw fish, and that can
be intimidating to people new to it. Plum House is focused on freshness
and high-quality ingredients. You hear about how we eat with our eyes,
and the dishes at Plum House have beautiful, elegant plating and compositions.

585.442.0778

Navigating a sushi menu can be overwhelming if you haven’t done it
before. To start off, go with the Seaweed salad and the Wasabi Shumai,
which are wasabi flavored steamed pork dumplings, and they have some
strong wasabi flavors. For a main dish the Sashimi Dinner is a great idea.
Sashimi is raw fish, thinly sliced, and in the Sashimi Dinner the fishes are
selected by the chef each day, so you rarely have the same dish twice. Be
careful when dunking your fish in soy sauce, as I’ve seen plenty of white
shirts stained by errant splashes. If you’re not quite ready for the Sashimi
Dinner, the Beef Negimaki is beautiful. It’s thinly sliced beef rolled up with
scallions and pan-fried and coated in a tasty teriyaki sauce. There’s still
great plating even if it’s not a sushi dish. For a side, get the chicken fried
rice–it’s the best in town.
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PERLO’S

ITALIAN
202 N Washington St
East Rochester, NY 14445

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Perlo’s Restaurant in East Rochester. At Perlo’s, the feeling of family is important. The owner Donna Perlo
greets every customer and keeps a watchful eye on every aspect of the
restaurant, which is open seven days a week. Many dishes at Perlo’s are
now named after regular customers. While that’s certainty a estimate to
the quality of Perlo’s dining experience, you don’t have to be a regular with
your name in the menu to get great, friendly service.

585.248.5060

When it comes to the menu, there are many options. But be warned: like
any good Italian restaurant, the portions are very large. Unless you’re
also a college or pro offensive lineman, plan on leftovers. I like to start off
with the Garbage Plate appetizer. It’s a warm antipasto plate that takes a
wonderful greens & beans and adds sliced Italian sausage with sweet red
bell peppers, some spicy cherry peppers, and briny kalamata olives. Any of
the butter and garlic wine sauce that remains is best soaked up with some
bread.
My favorite dish to get is the Chicken Riggies, a Central New York favorite
that can be found here in Rochester at few restaurants. Vince Press did a
round up options in town a few years ago and Perlo’s is my favorite. Their
twist on Chicken Riggies has longer Barilla rigatoni with tender chicken, hot
and sweet peppers with sliced baby bella mushrooms for some earthy flavors, and a blend of spicy marinara and creamy alfredo sauces, all brought
together with a parmesan and basil chiffonade (or garnish).
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BEE HIVE BREW PUB

BAR & GRILL
20 Pleasant St
Canandaigua, NY 14424

As our section of New York starts phase one of reopening this weekend,
today’s a great day to take a road trip down to Canandaigua. There are
two locations I’d suggest. The first one is Bee Hive Brew Pub. Bee Hive
opened up in 2014, and is owned and operated by two wonderful local
ladies, Tracy Sidmore and Kim Killigrew. They both have decades of experience in the bar and restaurant business and put their hearts and souls
into this restaurant, thinking about every detail six different ways.

585.919.2471

With 32 beers on tap, there’s plenty of room for local and national craft
brewers. For food, I’d go with one of their burgers. The Bee Hive Burger
has a nice creamy/spicy combo with avocado and a spicy house sauce.
The All-American Burger is a great alternative if you’re not a fan of spicy
foods. They are also known for their over the top Bloody Mary. You
should definitely add one to your to-go order.
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YOUNG LION

BREWERY
24 Lakeshore Dr
Canandaigua, NY 14424

The other place I’d check out is Young Lion Brewing Company. Young Lion
opened up in 2017. They’ve got a small but solid lineup, and a beautiful
space with a fantastic view of the lake. I know plenty of people who have
enjoyed a beer or three while watching the sun go down at Young Lion.
You can order some beers to-go via their website. My personal favorite is
the pilsner. On their current line up, they have a uniquely delicious orange
cream ale. Creams are hot right now and this one is a winner.

585.412.6065
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PITTSFORD FARMS & DAIRY

ICE CREAM
44 N Main St
Pittsford, NY 14534

Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Pittsford Farms and Dairy.
Commonly known as Pittsford Dairy around town, the farm can trace
its roots all the way back to 1814. Owned and operated by the Zornow
& Corby families since 1946, Pittsford Farms and Dairy is an institution
within the Village of Pittsford. On a warm summer night you would see
families walking in from the village or perhaps pulling up in a classic car
to enjoy a little sweet treat after dinner.

585.586.6610

What makes Pittsford Farms so incredible is their low-and-slow pasteurization technique that keeps the milk and cream tasting a little bit sweeter. Most farms and dairies use a faster pasteurization system that changes the flavors slightly. It feels cliched to say, but you can literally taste the
difference from store-bought milk or cream.
My suggestion on what to get starts with the Chocolate Milk. It’s simply
the best, as any child or adult who’s had it will attest. There’s also a little
bit of rustic charm as you can get you milk in a reusable glass container
instead of plastic. Get a half-gallon, it goes quick. Obviously, there’s the
ice cream as well. There’s no scooping right now, but you can get plenty
of quarts to go. There are a lot of flavors and it can be overwhelming
to try and pick out one or two. My suggestions are the Mint Chocolate
Chunk, Chocolate Almond Fudge, and Cow Tracks if this is your first foray.
There is a small grocery component as well, and you can get farm fresh
eggs, local breads, and some juices as well, though supplies and inventory are varying right now. Call or check their website.
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RUBINO’S

ITALIAN DELI
1304 East Ridge Road #2005
Rochester, NY 14621

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for another classic Italian grocer, Rubino’s.
Family owned and operated since 1958, Rubino’s started off as a small
deli on Portland Ave and found incredible success feeding construction
workers at lunch time. Business continued to grow, and they moved to
East Ridge Road in Irondequoit. There’s a second location on Main Street in
Webster as well. To the full experience, though, try the Irondequoit location. It has the biggest selection and the best smells when you’re walking
through it. There’s meats, cheese, pastries, bakery, deli and groceries. You
can also get prepared foods like subs, sandwiches, and pizzas.

585.544.5680

When ordering from Rubino’s, you have to get some of their sausages.
They have an excellent butcher’s department and make their sausages the
right way, with meat and spices, no additives or preservatives. I’ve got a
couple of favorites, including the Sicilian Style with Fennel, Rapini & Provolone, or any of their Chicken sausages.
Another must-see area is the cheese shop. With nearly 100 cheeses available, there’s something for everyone. I love the flavors of Provolone cheese
and enjoy it sliced up on sandwiches or freshly grated over a plate of food.
Lastly, there’s the bakery where you can get breads that are baked fresh
in-house. It’s a magical feeling when you’re able to pick up a still-warm loaf
of bread or two and know it’s just about as fresh as you can get. I like the
sweetness of the Roasted Garlic bread, or the classic Italian bread with a
fluffy interior and crispy crust.
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THE SILVER IGUANA

MEXICAN
663 Winton Rd N
Rochester, NY 146094

The weather looks to be decent for the first time in what feels like 17
years, so let’s celebrate with another Taco Tuesday. Today’s restaurant
suggestion is for The Silver Iguana on North Winton. Opened in 2017, The
Silver Iguana is co-owned by Aaron Gibalksi of Bug Jar & Dragonfly, and
Shane Stevens of Roc City Tattoo Expo. The inside of the space is cool,
with a weathered, rustic vibe, almost like a saloon. The menu is focused
on the three food groups of a good Taco Tuesday: Tacos, Tequila, and
Margaritas.

585.270.4723

The Silver Iguana is offer on-line ordering with pick up in their parking lot.
For menu items, I’d start with the Barbacoa tacos. Marinated and braised,
it’s super tender and has a little bit of a spice to it. Pico de Gallo, crema,
and queso fresco round out the flavors, with some cilantro for freshness.
There’s also a portobella mushroom if you’re vegetarian or looking for
a meatless meal today. If you really love spicy foods like I do, give the
Diablo Taco a whirl. Be warned, the spices are intense, with a spicy arbol
orange sauce, chipotle aioli, jalapenos, and habaneros. All tacos are
served on a six-inch flour tortilla.
To round out your meal, add some Chips and Guacamole as an appetizer
and mid-meal snack, and wash it all down with one or two 16-oz House
Margaritas as well. If Margaritas sounds ambitious to you, The Silver Iguana also has Tecate beer cans available for your to-go ordering.
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LUCKY’S

BAR & GRILL
628 Winton Rd N
Rochester, NY 14609

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for a new place in town, Lucky’s. A collaboration between established restaurant operators Mike Calabrese, Chuck
Cerankosky, and Dan Martello, Lucky’s is a neighborhood bar and grill located in the former Wintonaire. Outside of the bar itself though, not much
remains. The team gutted the rest of the space and started over. The name
Lucky’s implies a little bit of gambling and excitement, and the décor pays
that off with a 1930-1940’s inspired theme featuring dark stained wood,
photos of horse racing, playing cards, and a tin ceiling. Like any Chuck Cerankosky operation, there’s fun graphics on the menus and website as well.

585.270.4075

Speaking of the menu, it is quite impressive with the blend of ethnic flavors
and American classics with contemporary twists that you’d expect from the
talented minds working on this. For me, I’m going straight for the Rueben
with house-smoked and cured pastrami to start. The smoking of pastrami, as well as the extra black pepper and coriander you get really makes
it a more flavorful meat than corned beef. With Memorial Day weekend
around the corner and the weather continuing to be pretty good, the Pub
Burger with aged cheddar, pickle and onion pairs with the Root Beer Float
for a nice taste of vintage America. If you’re craving something to eat outside and feel like you’re on vacation in a faraway land, go for the Gnocchi
Bolognese based on mascarpone gnocchi which is pillow-soft and fully,
and pair it with the Lucky’s Caesar Salad.
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TOURNEDOS

STEAKHOUSE
26 Broadway
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Tournedos, part of The Inn on Broadway in downtown Rochester. The Inn on Broadway’s history goes back to
1909 when it was originally known as The University Club, a gentleman’s
social club. In 2000 The University Club shut down, and the Inn on Broadway opened up as a boutique hotel in December of that year.

585.269.3888

Tournedos is a steakhouse first and foremost, with some of the best
steak in Rochester. In fact, Tournedos is the only place in Rochester to
offer in-house dry aged prime beef. While other restaurants may offer
one or two cuts dry aged, Tournedos is able to offer more cuts and have
more control over the process by handling it themselves. Dry aging
increases the tenderness and flavor of the steak as moisture leaves over
the course of three to four weeks. After aging, the Executive Chef carefully trims off the crust, resulting in the most beautiful pieces of beef I’ve
laid eyes on. Tournedos also offers an expansive wine list that has been
praised by both Wine Spectator and Wine Enthusiast.
If you’ve gotten into cooking at home and are looking to try your hand at
a high-end dinner to celebrate, or just have something exquisite, Tournedos is offering Tournedos At Home, which allows you to select your
appetizer, entrée, and side for home cooking. Tournedos will pull everything together and provide you with detailed cooking instructions. I’d go
with Jumbo Lump Crab Cake with Lobster Sauce, duo 4oz Bacon-wrapped
Beef Au Poivre, and the pan-roasted Crimini and Button Mushrooms.
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MULCONRY’S IRISH PUB

BAR & GRILL
17 Liftbridge Ln E
Fairport, NY 14450

It’s Friday! We made it through another week, even though weekdays and
weekends are pretty much the same now. Today’s restaurant suggestion
is for Mulconry’s Irish Pub in Fairport. Owned by Damien Mulconry of Cork
City, Ireland, this place has been in business since April of 2008. Damien
moved to the States in 1999, and then to Rochester in 2006. Mulconry
opened up his restaurant to bring “a little bit of Irish to Fairport” and
absolutely knocked it out of the park. It’s a place where you can always
find Guinness and Harp on draft, as well as a great mix of craft beers. The
menu has a similar blend of American pub favorites as well as traditional
Irish classics like Bangers and Mashed, Shepherd’s Pie, and Irish Boxtys
(potato pancakes). Damien himself regular checks in on guests and keeps
a close eye on all aspects of the restaurant, charming customers with his
Irish lilt and making his restaurant feel like a second home for anyone who
walks through the door.

585.678.4516

For food suggestions, first up is the classic Fish and Chips. When it comes
to making an excellent Fish & Chips, who would you trust more than the
Irish? Mulconry’s lives up to expectations, with a nicely fried and crispy
breading paired with a creamy coleslaw. If you’re looking for something a
little meatier, go for the Braised short ribs. And for those eternally fussy
eaters, our beloved children, get some Chicken fingers and fries.
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THE KITCHEN

STEAKHOUSE
5 S Main Street
Pittsford, NY 14534

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for The Kitchen, located in the Village of
Pittsford. Chef Joseph Cipolla has produced some amazing meals since
they first opened. The Kitchen’s unique offering is their Chef’s Table
approach to dining. Traditionally, the Chef’s Table is always a fun spot
to have for foodies and dining enthusiasts. You’re able to interact with
the chef more and see how the meal comes together. It gives a greater
appreciation for just how demanding the job is, and how much work goes
into making some of the life-changing meals we’ve all had in our lives. At
The Kitchen, every table is effectively the Chef’s Table as you’re able to
see Chef Cipolla and his team work, and are able to get up and have a
closer look or talk to Chef Cipolla if you’re curious about something.

585.269.3888

Unfortunately, a restaurant based on smaller, intimate seating and
engagement paired with a prix fixe menu isn’t a concept that meshes up
with the world of COVID-19. So, they’re adapting just like the rest of us,
and offering takeout menus with sommelier paired wine or craft beer.
This week’s menu is focused on one of my favorite dishes, pizza. Chef
Cipolla is doing a classic bistro-style dish, with a house-made potato focaccia as the crust. Each pizza can feed 4-6 people, and all the meat, produce and dairy are sourced locally as well. There are three options, but
I’m going for the braised pork with grilled pineapple, a spicy BBQ sauce,
caramelized onion jam, roasted red peppers, and manchego cheese, with
a side of roasted root vegetables.
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DON’S ORIGINAL

BURGER
4880-4914 County Rd 120
Irondequoit, NY 14622

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for one of the pillars of summer eating:
Don’s Original. Don’s Original first opened in 1945 in as Don & Bob’s, a
roadside, seasonal stand in Sea Breeze. At the time, seasonal hot dog and
ice cream stands weren’t known for their high standards of cleanliness
or service. Don’s Original was a revolutionary concept for the industry in
1945, with an emphasis on spotless floors and gleaming, polished metal.
Don’s Original also expanded the menu, creating the ground round steak
sandwich and was one of the first places to offer a new-fangled food called
French Fries. Over the years the business grew with several new locations
and some of those were sold, so in 1973 the first location was renamed
Don’s Original to reclaim the history and legacy of that spot. Long-time
Rochester natives swear by Don’s Original as the place to get a burger or
hot dog, and once you go there, you’ll know why.

585.323.1177

The menu is robust for the size of the restaurant, including the aforementioned Ground Round steak sandwich. The hot dogs are great as well, as
they split them lengthwise, giving you more surface area for toppings and
flavor. But for me, on a holiday weekend and the start of the summer
season, I’m going for a Cheeseburger with lettuce, tomato, and bacon with
a side of onion rings. The burger is pretty much a picture-perfect representation of a classic Cheeseburger, and the onion rings are big, with perfectly
cooked breading on them. You can also get milkshakes or floats if you’re
craving a touch more nostalgia with your meal.
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REDD

NEW AMERICAN
24 Winthrop St
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s to-go restaurant recommendation is REDD, in the East End of
Rochester. Operated by Richard Reddington, a Rochester native who
returned home after running a Michelin-starred restaurant in Yountville,
CA, REDD opened in 2019 to great fanfare and it’s deserved. I could rave
about the stylish interior but you’re all reading this to know what food to
get.

585.483.7333

At this point I hope you all know I love pizzas, and REDD has some great
ones. The crusts are always perfectly blistered and graced with inventive
toppings. I like the Prosciutto pizza for a sweet, salty flavor that’s balanced by the subtle pepper notes of the arugula, or the Calabrian Sausage pizza if you’re looking for something a little on the spicy side.
If you’re not a pizza lover like me or are looking for something a little
heartier on a cold blustery late fall night, nothing is better than crispy
fried chicken. REDD’s has a nice crunch to the breading, and an enjoyable
spice in the seasonings. The sides include a creamy mac & cheese and
coleslaw. Feel free to treat yourself to a few chocolate chip cookies for
dessert for helping out a local restaurant as well.
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PARK AVE PANINOTECA

SANDWICHES
266 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

The name’s a mouthful, but the food is great and incredibly affordable.
Paninoteca is an Italian deli located near the intersection of Park Ave and
Goodman that puts out some incredible sandwiches and paninis. Their
paninis are some of my favorites lunch meals in town.

585.270.5601

I’d recommend the Salisiccia and Rappi, which is Italian sausage with rappi—a seriously underrated vegetable—and provolone. If you want authentic flavors, go for the Meatball panini. The meatballs are made using an old
family recipe that will knock your socks off with flavor.
And on a cold, rainy day nothing warms me up quite like the Chicken Parm
Panino, with a hand-breaded cutlet covered in a beautiful homemade
sauce along with pecorino romano cheese and mozzarella cheeses. Be
sure to request the cutlet be pan-fried. It sounds messy, but the perfectly
pressed panini holds together for every single bite.
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DUKE’S DONUTS

DONUTS
4 Rochester Public Market
Rochester, NY 14609

Named after co-founder Chris Longham’s grandfather-in-law, Mark D.
Potter and his business parter started Duke’s Donuts on St. Patrick’s Day
in 2013. Since them, they’ve just stuck to the basics. They offer two donuts: There’s the apple cider cinnamon donut, and a raised donut, their
interpretation of the glazed donut. While you may get more flavors and
styles elsewhere, Duke’s stands out from their competitors by serving every donut the same way: always hot, always fresh, and always delicious.

716.262.9020

To ensure this quality, the owners make their donuts from scratch on
site, and use the best ingredients, sourced locally whenever possible. The
cider for the cider donuts comes from Kirby’s Cider Mill in Albion, NY, and
as mentioned the recipe has been passed down through the generations.
This narrow focus lets Duke’s cover more ground as well, so you can find
them all over Rochester and Buffalo. Check their Facebook pages to find
where to get your fix.
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BAGEL LAND

BAGELS
1896 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14618

What if I told you there was a bagel in Rochester that was so good, you
didn’t need to toast it? Because you can get one from Bagel Land at Twelve
Corners in Brighton. Hands down, they offer the best bagels in town. While
I will catch some flak for this, Bagel Land makes a bagel that’s as good
as any that you can get in Manhattan. Bagel Land makes water bagels
(cooked in boiling water before baking) which gives you the round top and
bottom with a shiny golden crust you expect in a quality bagel. On the inside, the texture of a water bagel is soft and chewy, while a steamed bagel
will be fluffier and more like bread or even cake.

585.442.3080

Bagel Lands offers lots of bagel flavors and house-made cream cheeses
are available as well. You all know I love my food with spice and heat, so
I always go for Fire salt bagels with the Jalapeno cream cheese. The Everything bagels are a good alternative with plenty of flavor from all of the
seasonings and just a touch of salt.
If you’ve never been before, it’s a compact space. While they’re able to take
care of orders quickly, there’s plenty of demand so going later in the morning on weekdays may be less stressful for you.
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PIZZA WIZARD

PIZZA
760 S Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14620

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for a new pizza joint that opened up
this year, the Pizza Wizard. At first the Pizza Wizard was only available
via pop-ups at Swillburger/Playhouse that I kept missing out on, so I was
glad when they opened a dedicated space in October. I’ve certainly raved
about Neapolitan-style pizzas from places like Fiamma this year, but Pizza
Wizard is completely different, and I love it.

585.565.4557

Pizza Wizard offers a Detroit-style pizza, which is a descendant of the
Sicilian-style pizza. Also known as square pizza, it all starts with a thicke,
fluffy crust cooked in a rectangular pan. Detroit style also has cheese that
goes right to the edge, creating a crisply outer shell as the cheese melts
and cooks in the oven. And the cheese itself isn’t flavorless mozzarella, but instead is Wisconsin brick cheese (derived from white cheddar),
which brings some salty, tangy flavors. My favorite wrinkle with Pizza
Wizard is how they put the cheese on first, then toppings, and finally the
sauce.
For pizzas, I go with the ‘Roni Square. Topped with proper cup & char
pepperoni, this is an outstanding execution of a classic pizza. The Romano cheese and basil add a punch of salt and freshness respectively. I’m
very excited to have another high-quality pizza in town.
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FARE GAME FOOD CO.

MEAT PURVEYOR
280 Union St N
Rochester, NY 14609

Located in the Rochester Public Market, today’s restaurant suggestion is
Fare Game Food Co. Owned and operated by Barry Kucker, Fare Game
was the first place in Rochester to consistently offer dry-aged beef and
rare, high-end cuts of meat. Today they still offer a wide variety of meats
that you wouldn’t normally find at a butcher or grocer. Duck, wild boar,
rabbit, venison, waygu beef, and foie gras are some of the selections they
have available. Barry is pretty direct and gruff, but he really knows his
meats and offers some incredible quality. With Christmas coming, this a
great way to try a different cut of meat, especially if you’re having a smaller
gathering this year.

585.473.4210

The other part of Fare Game to check out is Barry’s legendary pastrami
sandwich. Served hot, this rivals the legendary delis such as Katz’s or 2nd
Ave Deli in New York and Schwartz’s in Montreal, with the added benefit of
being cheaper and closer. The pastrami has the melty, high-fat texture you
want with a nice subtle flavor. I’d prefer the bread to be lightly toasted, but
the sandwich is served with a proper dill pickle so that evens things out.
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BASHA
MEDITERRANEAN EATERY

MEDITERRANEAN
2900 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14618
585.417.5006

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Basha, located in Clover Commons
in Pittsford. Owned by Bassam ”Sam” Khalil, a native of Beirut, Lebanon,
Basha had two locations in Rochester years ago before closing them.
Their current location opened in June of 2017, and I’ve been going there
regularly for lunch since then.
One of my go-to items is the ChickBasha pita. The chicken is marinated
for 48 hours before grilling. Once it’s cooked, the chicken is chopped up
and lovingly placed in a pita along with sauce, tomatoes, pickled turnips,
onions, and pickles. I ask for the homemade hot sauce for some extra
kick if you’re like me and love some spice and heat in your food.
Bowl dishes are very popular, and Salad bowl at Basha is great value in
my opinion. I go for romaine lettuce, all of the toppings to get as much
texture and visual excitement in the salad, and the Greek dressing. If you
want to add a meat, I obliviously recommend the chicken.
A hidden gem on the menu is the Mediterranean chicken wings. Oven
baked and then dressed in lemon, garlic and cilantro there’s great, fresh
flavors pairing beautifully with the crisp, juicy wings. They’re a perfect
way to have a delicious, traditional appetizer during the Bills game tonight while still being healthy.
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LE PETIT POUTINE

FOOD TRUCK
625 Atlantic Ave
Rochester, NY 14609

Today’s restaurant suggestion is Rochester’s best food truck, Le Petit
Poutine. Started by Lizzie Clapp in 2011, Le Petit Poutine has been at every
festival, event, and farmer’s market since then. If you’re not familiar with
what they sell or haven’t tried it in the past, now’s the time to redeem
yourself. Poutine originated in the Canadian providence of Quebec in the
late 1950’s. The dish is simple: French fries, cheese curds, and gravy. For a
long time, the dish was associated with lower class dining, snacks during
a hockey game, and late-night eating after you leave a bar. Over the years
poutine has gained more traction, and was elevated to haute cuisine in
2001 when Montreal’s Au Pied de Cochon offered a foie gras poutine.
Switching back to our local restaurants, Le Petit Poutine offers a quality
product, with hand-cut Idaho potatoes, fresh cheese curds from Shtayburn
Farms in the Finger Lakes, and a house-made small batch gravy. Each serving of poutine is finished with hand-picked thyme for that extra bit of love.
The beauty of the menu is you can customize just about everything. Extra
gravy or cheese? Sure thing! Want an egg on top? You got it. Vegetarian?
There’s a gravy for you, too. Vegan? There’s a vegan ‘cheese’ these days.
For myself, I go for the bacon poutine with extra gravy. Le Petite Poutine
even offers on-line ordering if you want to order ahead and avoid waiting
in line. Check their website or Facebook for where to pick up.
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MCCANN’S LOCAL MEATS

MEAT PURVEYOR
739 S Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14620

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for McCann’s Local Meats in the South
Wedge of Rochester. Opened in 2015 by husband-and-wife team Kevin and Yeonmo McCann, they’ve offered a truly eye-opening variety of
meats (including an 80-day dry aged steak), sausages, and charcuterie
since then. At most places I’m happy just to grab a couple of ribeyes and
be on my way, but at McCann’s I trust them to explain different cuts and
how to best cook each one.

585.328.6328

McCann’s also has a stellar brunch menu on weekends as well as a wide
array of sandwiches during the week. But today, a Wednesday I’m not
talking about those. Wednesdays are a special, special day as that’s when
the beautiful ramen is served. Yeonmo McCann makes a different ramen
recipe each week, drawing from both her South Korean heritage and
her Culinary Institute of America training. It’s a labor of love for her that
starts with the broth. Thick, rich, and flavorful, it’s the foundation of any
great ramen. There’s great crunch and freshness from the vegetables,
plentiful noodles, and it goes without saying the meat selections are perfectly prepared, seasoned, and cooked. Yeonmo uses lesser-known cuts
which is always an eye-opening experience.
For me it’s flat out the best ramen in Rochester. Some of that comes from
the relatively limited availability, but mostly from the incredible flavors
and quality.
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THE PLAYHOUSE //
SWILLBURGER

BAR & GRILL
820 S Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14620
585.442.2442

Located on the corner of Meigs and South Clinton, this place is in an old
church that has been transformed in a burger joint, bar, and arcade. To do
this there are two businesses living under the same roof. Playhouse, the
arcade portion is closed for the time being, but it’s a great place to hang
out and play some old-school video games with your friends. Swillburger
focuses being a classic burger joint, with a focused menu and regular specials. The interior of the building has a really sharp design, which combines
a streamlined contemporary look with the retro styling of an old-school
burger bar.
As I mentioned, Swillburger has a more focused menu, but it’s still a great
burger. I always go for the Double burger, with cheese, and grilled onions for some sweetness. Depending on my mood I get either a side of
tater tots or fries with cajun seasoning for some extra spice and heat. The
beef—which is formed into thin patties (not pressed!)—comes from the
very excellent Seven Bridges in Lima. Holding everything together is a bun
is from Di Paolo Baking Company. It’s a pillowy soft and fluffy bun that
pairs beautifully with the burger. I really like to think of this place as Rochester’s version of Shake Shack.
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MATILDA
COFFEE HOUSE & KITCHEN

COFFEE
696 University Ave
Rochester, NY 14607
585.445.8035

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Matilda Coffee House & Kitchen in
the Neighborhood of the Arts. Named after co-owner Derrick DePorter’s
daughter, Matilda opened up in October of this year in the former Starry
Nights Café space. The space was gutted before opening and redesigned
in a current, contemporary style. There’s a lot of neutral colors and white,
with colorful lights for accents. The coffee machines and Caedo grinder
setup is an impressive statement along the counters.
Derrick DePorter is also the owner of Unter Biergarten and partnered
with Tony Colon of Fuego Coffee Roasters to provide the coffee blends.
For coffee recommendations, I’m a cold brew man. The blends that Tony
produces are complex and able to compete with any other local coffee
shop in town.
For food, they have an amazing breakfast sandwich. Derrick experimented at Unter Biergarten for quite a while to perfect this sandwich.
There are two fried eggs (with most other places you only get one), along
with fresh arugula for some peppery notes and crunch, bacon for salty
goodness, melty cheddar cheese, and a sri’ranch’a sauce for a little bit
of creamy spice. The heat stays with you, but never overpowers. For me,
this sandwich is the best one in town.
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OWL HOUSE

NEW AMERICAN
75 Marshall St
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for a staple of the restaurant community,
Owl House. Since 2010, Owl House has offered a high-quality and deep
menu filled with vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free offerings. Reading that,
some people may ask why I ever step foot in this place. Well, first, thanks
for the judgement, and second, they do have meat options on the menu.
Also, the cocktails they offer are exceptional and creative.

585.360.2920

Right now, there are two offerings on the menu I’d recommend. The first is
the Chicken Parm. They bread their chicken in Panko breadcrumbs, which
absorb less oil and produce a lighter, crunchier crust on the chicken.
The other option is the Sirloin Sammy. It’s perfectly roasted sirloin roast
carved up and topped with kale, sauteed onions for some sweetness and
crunch, and a horseradish aioli with enough potency to let you know it’s
there, but not so much that your eyes water.
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SWAN DIVE

NEW AMERICAN
289 Alexander S
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Swan Dive, part of the Swan Family’s
portfolio of restaurants. Opened in March of 2018, the restaurant can be
labeled as a bar and pizza joint, but once you step inside you really understand what it’s about. Swan Dive combines an old school classic diner
with an Italian restaurant, but only if it looked like a mid-century modern
Miami Beach dive bar. It sounds eclectic as hell, but visually it works flawlessly and is a testament to the vision and skills of the owners, siblings
Jon Swan & Paulina Swan, and Nick Ryan who did a lot of the design and
construction themselves.

585.413.3306

The menu has some Italian influences, but it is not your traditional old
country cooking. Right now you can order family dinner meals which can
serve 3-5 people, depending on the size of the people and their appetites. I always encourage ordering more if someone is in doubt. There’s
nothing worse than not having enough delicious food to eat. My recommendation is the Chicken French and whatever sauce you like on the
rigatoni, and a side of the garlicky parker house rolls for soaking up the
leftover sauce.
There are also the aforementioned pizzas, with the dough made in
house. I always go for the OG Roni with cup and char pepperoni, and a
nicely blistered crust.
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CHEN GARDEN

SOUTHEAST ASIAN
1750 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14618

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Chen Garden, located on Monroe
Ave near Twelve Corners. Opened in 2002 by Scott and Sam Chen, Chen
Garden is famous for their large, extensive menu, less-than-glamorous exterior, and Scorpion Bowls. COVID has put the kibosh on them for a while,
but pre-COVID it was a great drink for the table. Packed with booze and
served in a ceramic dish decorated with decorated with wahine or hula-girl
island scenes, it’s a great way for your table to leave the restaurant walking
sideways.

585.241.3070

As I mentioned, the menu extensive. It’s best to order a large amount of
items and sample. The items I’d suggest starting out with are Malaysia
Satay Sauce (a peanut sauce) with Shredded Pork, Shanghai Noodle with
Chicken, Pork & Shrimp, Roasted Pork with Vegetables, Lucky Family with
chicken, pork, scallops, & shrimp, and Phat Prigkhin.
The last one, Phat Prighkin, can get passed over because of it’s name, but
it’s a great curry dish. Curries in general are any food from Asia/India that
have a soup or stew-like consistency. A Thai curry such as Phat Prighkin
is lighter and brighter when compared to Indian curries which tend to be
thicker and stew-like. Phat Prighkin itself is a drier Thai curry that is made
without coconut milk.
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PANE VINO

ITALIAN
175 N Water St
Rochester, NY 14604

Pane Vino has been in business since 2006, offering great Italian dining
with a Tuscan vibe out of their downtown location on Water Street. The
Water Street location has the added bonus of offering outdoor dining on
the river, with a great view of downtown Rochester. In 2018 they expanded and opened a second location on Monroe Ave in Pittsford. They’re
currently only operating the Pittsford location with a take-out only menu.

585.232.6090

When dining at Pane Vino I always start off with the Burrata salad. Burrata has a great, creamy texture to it, reminding me of a cross between
ricotta and mozzarella. The grilled crostini is great for scooping up the
last bits of burrata as well. Next up is an order of Lamb Lollipops. You
get four perfectly sized lamp chops marinated in soy and Worcestershire
sauce before grilling. Normally those are flavors that can take over a
dish, but they don’t here. Another option is the classic Escarole & Beans.
For entrees I oscillate between Chicken Anthony and Rigatoni Bolognese, which has a beautiful blend of beef, pork, and veal simmered in a
mouth-watering tomato sauce.
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GEORGIE’S BAKERY

SANDWICHES
857 S Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14620

Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Georgie’s Bakery. Georgie’s is
owned and operated by George Ruiz, a native of Puerto Rico who moved to
Rochester in 1976. George worked at several bakeries around town before
opening his own place in May of 2004. As a bakery, they sell numerous
bakery items, like Italian and French breads, and rolls, all baked fresh daily.
You can also get breakfast sandwiches, empanadas, quesitos (pastery with
sweet cream cheese and fruits), and pasteillos (puffed pastries filled with
Bavarian cream, topped with chocolate).

585.241.3987

But the crown jewel of Georgie’s Bakery is the Cuban sandwich. It is hands
down, without a doubt, the best Cuban in town. If you’re not familiar with
the Cuban (or Cubano) sandwich, the dish goes back to Cuban workers in
Tampa and South Florida in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. There are a
ton of variations, but the foundation of a classic Cuban is a 8-12 in long roll,
buttered on the crust, and cut in half. The roll is filled with pork, ham, swiss
cheese, dill pickles, and yellow mustard. Once assembled, the sandwich is
toasted on a sandwich press, then sliced diagonally.
The recipe at Georgie’s comes from George’s late mother Carmen Hernandez. They use Pork, turkey, ham, lettuce, mayo, pickle, sweet cheese and a
fresh baked roll. Georgie’s doesn’t press their sandwich, letting the beautiful roll stand out more. Like I said, it’s the best Cuban sandwich in town.
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FLOUR CITY BREAD CO.

BAKERY
52 Rochester Public Market
Rochester, NY 14609

Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Flour City Bread Co., located
in Rochester’s Public Market. Owned by Keith Myers, who left a corporate
job for the restaurant industry. After several years in the industry, Keith
started baking bread in his garage with a wood-fired oven. Originally it
was just for friends and family, but eventually he started selling to the
general public. Legend has it he was working for 30 hours straight baking
bread to sell at public markets in 2009. Keith opened his own space in
the Public Market in late 2010 and now has a few full-time bakers working with him to (barely) keep up with demand. The keys to Keith’s success
are simple: high quality ingredients and putting in the time. You can’t
rush art.

585.975.9354

Many of you are familiar with Flour City’s breads from a variety of restaurants and shops around town. Hitting up Flour City is a great way to get
your fix if you’ve been missing it. Flour City offers Sourdough bread kits,
croissants, baguettes, rolls, and a variety of bread loafs via online ordering. You can also add in online grocery shopping at Flower City if you’re
looking to avoid the large crowds at Wegmans. You can do evening pickups, and there’s also a special menu for Christmas Eve. Flour City offers a
selection of fruits, vegetables, eggs, milks, and some meats and shellfish
as well. You could order an entire meal from them!
For bakery orders, I’d get the baguette for any sandwiches or dinner
bread needs you may have. The Sunny six grain loaf is perfect for toast,
and the chocolate croissant is always a hit with my son.
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SWIFTWATER

BREWERY
378 Mt Hope Ave
Rochester, NY 14620

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Swiftwater, located in the South
Wedge on Mount Hope near the Ford Street Bridge. In warmer weather,
it’s a great place to enjoy a beer on the patio. They opened in 2015, and
celebrated their 5th anniversary in January of this year. Since Swiftwater
opened, Rochester has gain seven more breweries, and Monroe county added 25. The competition is fierce to say the least. Swiftwater has
changed as well, initially offering as many different beers and concepts as
possible, before refining their portfolio to a few always available, a regular
rotation, and a complement of seasonal beers. Swiftwater uses local malts
and hops for the beers, and the kitchen uses many locally sourced ingredients and vendors as well.

585.530.3471

The beer menu isn’t the only thing that has changed over the past five
years. The food menu has adapted as well. Swiftwater had a strong kitchen
when they opened, and still offer a robust number of dishes. This kitchen has really helped Swiftwater separate itself from other brewers in the
market. My favorite item on the menu is the Stromboli. A Stromboli is
somewhat similar to a calzone, but instead of being folded into a crescent
shape, a Stromboli is rolled into a cylinder. Swiftwater’s Stromboli is stuffed
with both mozzarella and argitoni (a type of pecorino Romano), smoked
ham & Soppressata from McCanns, and pepperoni.
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PARK AVE BODEGA

SANDWICHES
206 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for a new place in town, Park Ave Bodega. It’s located on Park Ave, across the street from Park Leigh and The
Hideway. The brainchild of Mark Cupolo, owner/chef of rocco, Park Ave
Bodega is your standard bodega space. They offer take-out meals, pantry
staples, some fresh grocery items, convenience items, and an impressive
selection of craft beers. Some might call beer a luxury, but in 2020 it’s an
essential item.

585.319.3473

Mark started this venture to find new ways to challenge himself and his
skills as a chef and business owner. He and his business partners have
only been open for a short period of time but have absolutely nailed the
checklist of a neighborhood bodega. The menu offers incredible breakfast sandwiches, as well as lunch or dinner offerings such as a tomato
pie, meatball sandwich, or a pulled pork sandwich. My personal favorite
is the meatball sandwich. If you’ve ever had the meatballs from Rocco,
you know Mark makes a life-changing one. There’s a hint of fresh basil in
the sauce, and the meatballs are pillow soft but still hold together with
each bite. And of course, there are bodega-standard oddities that include
vinyl records for sale as well.
Overall, this is a great spot for people living in and around the Park Ave
neighborhood to grab a few things for their house and avoid crowds of
people and traffic at Wegmans.
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NINO’S PIZZERIA

PIZZERIA
1328 Culver Rd
Rochester, NY 14609

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Nino’s Pizzeria. Family owned and
operated since 1973, Nino’s is run by Giacomo ‘Nino’ Cardello, who is a
character and a half. They’re located on Culver Road in the North Winton
Village, just a few doors from fellow local institutions, James Brown’s Place,
Johnny’s Irish Pub, and L&M Lanes. Some of my restauranter friends have
proclaimed Nino’s to have the best pizza in town. I’m not fully in agreement
with my friends on that, but Nino’s offers a lot.

585.482.2264

For starters, the crust they offer is incredible. There’s a thin crust, and a
thick crust that considered Sicilian. The dough is the same regardless of
thickness, and it’s got some slight sourdough flavors to it, while being crisp
on the outside and airy on the inside. The more times you ask Nino about
what’s in the dough, the more different answers you’ll get.
The toppings are incredible, allowing you to pick and choose whatever
combination you like. There’s multiple types and styles of cheese, homemade sausage and pepperoni, house-roasted peppers, mushrooms, and
freshy sliced tomatoes. His sauce is slightly sweet and heavy on oregano,
lending to some bold flavors. I always go for the sausages and pepperoni
on mine. They’re classic flavors that I enjoy. I strongly encourage you all to
explore the toppings menu as much as possible. There are endless flavor
combinations, allowing everyone to find the perfect pizza for them.
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FARMER’S CREEKSIDE

NEW AMERICAN
1 Main St
Le Roy, NY 14482

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Farmer’s Creekside Tavern & Inn in
LeRoy, NY. The building itself dates back to the 1820’s and was one of
the first buildings in LeRoy. In 2004 the building was heavily damaged
in a fire. Bill Famer, owner of Catenary Construction, offered a quote to
the previous owners for repairs in 2007. The quote was rejected, and Bill
wound up purchasing the building in the Fall of 2007 with his son Billy
Farmer and a business partners Anthony Posella. The restoration began
but paused from 2012 to 2015 due to economic concerns. In 2017, the
Creekside Tavern and Inn finally reopened.

585.768.6007

It’s an impressive space, with incredible attention to detail in the design
and construction. Despite many new parts, the building still has the
charm and character you’d expect for a building of it’s age. The layout
is able to host events, large gatherings, and as well as overnight visitors
with five beautifully designed and appointed suites.
For dinner, I have two standbys. My first option is the Creekside Fried
Chicken, with a crispy breading and pleasant spice that comes with a
side of mac & cheese and some brussels sprouts and apples so you feel
healthy while motoring through the rest of the dish. I’m also a big fan
of the Jambalaya, with tender chicken thighs (more flavor than chicken
breasts) along with shrimp and some chorizo instead of the traditional
andouille to provide the heat.
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EL PILÓN CRIOLLO

LATIN
973 N Clinton Ave
Rochester, NY 14621

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for something a little closer to home, El
Pilón Criollo. El Pilón is a Latin/Puerto Rican restaurant that opened in May
of 2008. Located on North Clinton in the Upper Falls district of Rochester,
this family business is amazing. It’s easy to find, with a sharp, contemporary façade on the building and a huge mural of the Puerto Rican countryside in bright, colorful paint on the side facing the parking lot. On a dreary
winter day in Rochester, this place is a beacon if you’re looking for wholesome, flavorful dishes at an incredible value.

585.338.7930

Ordering is fast casual, so you put your order together as you go down the
line of options. You pick your dish size (small, medium, or large) and away
you go. Every dish comes with rice or beans, cassava root, fried plantains,
or mashed plantains, and your choice of meat. For meats, the roasted or
fried pork should be part of any order you get. It’s the absolute star of any
dish. I also go for the yellow rice, and some fried plantains as well. The
amount of food you get is incredible. I also like to add in empanadas (either chicken or beef), and the chicken stew if you want something for lunch
or dinner the next day.
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RISTORANTE LUCANO

ITALIAN
1815 East Ave
Rochester, NY 14610

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Ristorante Lucano. Owned by husband & wife team Chuck and JoAnn Formoso, Ristorante Lucano has
been in business since 2001. Located on East Ave across the street from
Wegmans, the restaurant has the unassuming exterior that belies an
outstanding restaurant inside. The menu has remained the same since
day one, allowing regulars and visitors to repeat or experience favorite
meals. But the food is far from boring, with Chef Kevin George showing
considerable creativity and talent with the specials.

585.244.3460

Speaking of the food, Lucano is not your stereotypical massive portions
of pasta and sauce Italian restaurant. You can certainly do that here, but
you’d be missing out on the rest of the menu. Ingredients are imported
from Italy as much as possible via Chuck Formoso’s considerable connections from Olindo Food Service, and you can really taste the difference.
I’d suggest asking about any specials first. The menu itself is great, but to
really experience the quality of the ingredients and cooking, you need to
order one of the specials. If you want to order off the menu, go for the
Bucatini all ‘amatriciana. Bucatini is a thick, hollow spaghetti pasta, and
Lucano is the only place in town with it. If you want to splurge, get the
Angello Socttadita, a beautifully grilled rack of lamb.
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ROHRBACH’S

BREWERY
97 Railroad St
Rochester, NY 14609

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Rohrbach Brewing Co. Founded in
1991 by John and Patty Urlaub, Rohrbach’s has been around so long people forget it’s the OG of craft brewing here in Rochester, with a massive list
of successful brewers who have started off under the watchful eyes of John
and Patty. Rohrbach’s has two locations, with two different menus. As an
over-arching suggestion, please add a few four-packs to your food order.

585.546.8020

At their Railroad Street location, there’s a Wood Fired Oven which means
delicious wood fired pizzas. I really like the Beer Hall Classic Pizza, with
beautiful cup ‘n char pepperoni sitting on top of provolone & mozzarella
cheeses and a slightly blistered crust. The Housemade Pretzel logs are a
great appetizer if you’re doing the Wood-Fired burger or Das Brat.
At the Buffalo Road location there’s a larger menu. For those of you on the
westside, your questionable decision to live there has finally paid off. Without a doubt, you’ll want to get the Reuben. As someone of Irish heritage, I
have an affinity for any culture that drinks as much beer as Germans do.
It’s a classic pairing with beers as tasty and refreshing as Rohrbach’s. The
German Sampler Dinner is a great way to try several different sausages in
a low-risk, high-reward setup.
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MARTUSCIELLO BAKERY

BAKERY
2280 Lyell Ave
Rochester, NY 14606

Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Martusciello’s Bakery Casa
Saratoga. Originally on Saratoga Ave, about ten years ago they moved to
their current location on Lyell Ave right by 390 in Greece. A bakery first
and foremost, Casa Saratoga provides buns, rolls, and breads to restaurants and delis around town, and offers wholesale pricing if you happen
to have a family large enough to play 7-on-7 football. Casa Saratoga also
offers a variety of cookies and pastries if you’ve already stress eaten your
supply of leftover Christmas cookies.

585.247.0510

With the Bills playing their first home playoff game tomorrow, I’m getting
the turkey sub. The bread pairs perfectly with it. I don’t know how exactly
they did it, but I wouldn’t be surprised if they spent years experimenting to create the perfect sub roll for sliced turkey. When it comes to the
actual sub as well, they do a great job. A proper sub is all about ratios.
You need the right amount of meat, cheese, toppings, condiments, and
bread. Some places slice their meat too thin which throws off the texture.
Others have too much bread, or too much dressing which makes it a soggy mess. And for some weird reason, a few places will smash the bread
flat while slicing it. Casa Saratoga does none of that. You eat with your
eyes, and their subs are works of art, only matched it beauty by the taste.
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SINBAD’S

MEDITERRANEAN
719 Park Ave
Rochester, NY 14607

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Sinbad’s Mediterranean Cuisine on
Park Ave. In my eye, Sinbad’s is an institution of Park Ave Dining that rivals
Jines. Sinbad’s has been in business so long it’s impossible to remember a
time when it wasn’t there. It’s also been around so long that sometimes we
forget about it, and now is a time when they need our support.

585.473.5655

First opening all the way back in 1994, Sinbad’s is owned and operated by
Ziad Naoum. Sinbad’s has grown and expanded over the years, with the
first major expansion happening when Ziad’s brother Imad joining him in
1999. Expansions, renovations, and updates continued, with updates to
the interior, creating a patio space, and expanding the kitchen to better
serve ecustomers and the community.
The menu is somewhat eclectic, pulling in different dishes from the various
cultures around the Mediterranean Sea. Regardless of what you order,
always get some hummus. Sinbad’s mixes in tahini (a sesame seed puree)
for a little more savory, bitter, and nutty flavor. If you’re looking for a quick
meal, go for the Pitas. The bread is toasted which takes them next level. I
go for the chicken pita, but the gyro is a good option, too. For meat-light
types, I’d suggest the Falafel Kakoobs. For some serious eating, I get the
Mashawi, which is grilled chicken and beef in a pita, loaded up with the
perfect amount of sauteed mushrooms, asparagus, and tomatoes as well
as a side salad.
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PEPPAPOT

LATIN
522 E Main St
Rochester, NY 14604

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for Peppa Pot. Started by Marlene Henry
in the South Wedge in 2011, Peppa Pot eventually moved to East Main
Street and Scio Street in the fall of 2018. Marlene started her restaurant
after her children grew up and moved out. She still enjoyed cooking and
found herself feeding anyone around her. Friends, coworkers, whoever
was hungry, Marlene was cooking up something for her. She eventually
opened her restaurant but did so while still working nights. Eventually
she was able to switch to being a full-time restaurant owner.

585.546.7500

Peppa Pot offers great Jamaican food. I always get the Jerk chicken when
I’m here. Of course, a truly authentic jerk chicken would be incredibly hot,
even for me. Marlene is a magician with her spices, offering just the right
amount of heat and plenty of depth of flavor in each bite. For sides to go
with the chicken, I get the dumplin, which is a biscuit that is fried, giving
it a crispy crust on the outside while still remaining soft and flaky on the
inside. I also get the plantains, which look like bananas but have more in
common sweet potatoes from a taste and texture standpoint. And last
but not least, get the Beef Patty. It’s a beef filling and peppers wrapped
in a buttery, yellow crust with turmeric (think curry) flavors. They tend to
sell out, so if you’re going later in the day, call your order in ahead of time
so you’re able to have one.
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MAMMA G’S

ITALIAN
2133 E Henrietta Rd
Rochester, NY 14623

Today’s restaurant recommendation is for Mamma G’s, located on East
Henrietta Road. Owned and operated by the Troianos family, Mamma G’s
opened up in 2015. Authenticity is always important when you’re considering Italian restaurants. Everyone claims to know the restaurant with the
best sauce, the most authentic menu, the highest-quality ingredients. Well,
Mamma G’s has authenticity in spades. The family ran a restaurant in their
hometown of Pescara, Italy until late 2014, when they sold the business to
move to America. Pescara is a coastal town in the Abruzzo region of Italy,
which is considered to have the best food of all the regions in Italy.

585.358.0488

The menu is heavily based on Abruzzo cuisine. The best example of this
regions unique cuisine is the lasagna Mamma G’s offers. They make theirs
with crepes instead of pasta, as well mozzarella, parmesan, ground beef,
and their signature sauce which is on the sweeter end of the sauce flavor
spectrum. For appetizers, I like the Greens & Beans with sausage, or the
Stracciatella soup, which is an egg drop soup that’s rich and flavorful. And
while it might not be for everyone, the Calamari Mamma G is grilled and
served in a beautiful almond, garlic, and butter sauce. If you’re looking for
larger servings, there’s also a family style takeout menu as well.
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VM GIORDANO IMPORTS

CHEESE
280 Union St N
Rochester, NY 14609

Today’s restaurant recommendation is for VM Giordano Imports European Cheese Shop in Rochester’s Public Market. They’re located on the
Union Street side of the market to the right of Fiorella’s. Giordano’s has
been in business since 1998, offering olive oils, meats, and cheeses for
Rochester. They offer all of the classics, like Prosciutto, Soppresatta,
Speck, and Mortadella to name a few. They also offer over 150 cheeses
from around the globe. Be it aged, fresh, cow, goat, or sheep milk, they’ve
got something you’ll love. And the olive oil they press…oh man, it’s the
best thing I’ve ever had. I swear I could just sip on it it’s so good. With the
Bills’ second (!) home (!!) playoff game this weekend, Giordano’s is a great
place to stock up on some high-quality snacks for the late kick off.

585.489.0371

In addition to a wide variety of cured meats and cheeses, Giordano’s also
has a small bakery in the space. Well, small is a generous term. It’s really
more of a micro-bakery. The bread is great, fresh, and has no preservatives, which means either you’re eating it that day, or freezing it for
later. But with that bakery you can get a hand-made sandwich with some
cheeses and fresh sliced Prosciutto di Parma, or Iberico Ham if you’ve
recently won the lottery. Giordano’s also has daily sandwich specials
available if you don’t trust yourself to pick out that perfect combination
for lunch or dinner.
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JOJO’S BISTRO

NEW AMERICAN
60 N Main St
Pittsford, NY 14534

Today’s restaurant suggestion is for JoJo’s Bistro. Owned by Charlie Fitzsimmons, JoJo’s first opened up in Pittsford in 2003, and expanded to a second
location on Main Street in Webster in 2019. The Pittsford location has a
snug layout paired with a great casual atmosphere. While indoor dining is
an option again in Rochester, if you’d like more elbow room head to the
larger Webster location.

585.385.3108

I like to start off my meals at JoJo’s with the Burrata salad. It’s a life-changing type of salad, and once you’ve had it you can’t go back to spring greens
and vinaigrettes. For entrees, I like the Blackened Salmon. Blackened fish
may sound burned, but the Chef is intentionally skirting the line between
seared and burned to get more flavor from the seasoning. It’s a fun dish to
have as the texture and mouthfeel is different from a grilled salmon.
JoJo’s also has some great pizzas, and I love the Sausage & Pepper pizza.
I’ve recommended pizzas a lot, so I wanted to elaborate more on the technical aspects of this pizza. JoJo’s uses something called Double zero flour.
It’s not a brand, it’s a classification. It’s the most refined flour you can buy.
Silky soft, double zero flour is the gold standard for flours, and is the best
flour for pizzas. It has a lower gluten content, meaning you get a little bit,
but not too much elasticity in your crust when you bite into you. JoJo’s also
hand tosses their pizzas for that extra touch.
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